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Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Missouri, Thursday, June 2, 1938.

lFrom the Office of the Dean
To the Students of Lindenwood:
I can scarcely believe that
this; is the last issue of the Linden Bark for the college year of
1937-38. Since it is so, however,.
I take this opportunity of telling
you good-bye for the school
year. I have enjoyed very much
working with you girls this
year. All of you have not done
extremely good work, many of
you I suppose have not done
as WQll as you could; I do feel
however, that it would be diffi.
cult to find a more pleasant or
delightful group of students
with whom to be. I am more
than happy to know that so
many of you are planning to return next year, as I do feel that
you may obtain at Lindenwood
College those things which
make a college course worthwhile when you go out into the
world to make your way.
Whether you obtain these or
not depends upon you. The
faculty can only point the way.
I hope, therefore, that I may see
a great proportion of you returning to us next fall. I am
sure you all join with me in
wishing the seniors all good
fortune and happiness.
With best wishes to every one
of you for a happy summer,
I am
Cordially yours,
ALICE E. GIPSON.
Dean.

Some time during this week programs for commencement will be
put in the students' boxes. The
students are urged to keep these
programs and bring them to every
event of commencement.
There
will also be placed in the boxes of
those receiving degrees, diplomas,
and certificates, instructions concerning the academic procession on
Sunday
and
Monday.
Please
observe these instructions carefully.
The caps and gowns are expected
the latter part of the week. Watch
the bulletin boards as to where and
when you may obtain your cap and
gown.
Be sure to leave in the Dean's
office the type of work to which
you wish to be assigned next year if
you are accepting a scholarship
from the college.
The Dean will be very glad to see
you in regard to any special question that may arise in regard to
your course o.f study for the coming
year.

Balance the Budget
A meeting of the Annual staff and
faculty advisors was held Wednesday evening, May 25. Reports were
m ade by the editor and business
manager and it was found that the
1938 Linden Leaves was a success,
financially and artistically. The year
is being closed with a very satisfactory financial balance.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
Friday, June 3:
3 to 6 P. M., Annual Art Exhibit,
Art Studios.
10 A. M., Senior Class Day Exercises, Lindenwood Campus.
Saturday, June 4:
2 P. M., Lindenwood Spring Horse
Show.
8 P. M., Commencement Play
Sunday, June 5:
3 P M., Baccalaureate Service.
6:30 P. M., Commencement Con•
cert.
Monday, June 6:
10 A. M., Commencement Exercises.

AWARD DAY
Many Girls Made Happy With
Prizes.

At chapel on Wednesday, May
25, prizes, awards and meda ls
were bestowed in several lines
of work. These will be supplemented with other distinctions on
commencement day, June 6. The
new head of student government
was announced, the new editor of
the coJJege Annual, the winners of
the six "Nelly Don" prizes; the ''best
housekeepers" in rooms in the dor•
mitories; the best two in home economics; and also those winning the
medals of Pi Gamma Mu and of
Sigma Tau Delta.
Virginia Carter, of Carthage,
Mo., a senior next year, will be head
of the student board. Gwendolyn Payne, of Wood River, Ill.,
wi]] be editor of "Linden Leaves",
the student annual. The business
managed will be Sue Sonnenday of St. Louis, who has served In
his capacity in the current year a1•
so. Other members of the annual
staff will be Rosemary Williams, Murphysboro, Ill.; Helen
Margaret DuHadway, J erseyville,
Ill.; and Alice Belding, St. Charles.
Pi Gamma Mu, honorary social society, bestowed its annual gold
medal on Johnsie Fiock of St.
Charles, for outstanding work in social science studies, with honorary
mention to Mrs. Helen Pletz, of St.
Charles,
and Lucile
Vosburg,
Gilman, Ia.
Sigma Tau Delta, honorary English sorority, in the contest which it
sponsors for freshm ~,n, for best
writing, gave t he gold medal to
Marylinn Beardslee, of Manchester,
Ia., for the essay, "Be It Ever So
Humble". This same production was
classed among the "upper 13" in a
college students' essay contest by
the Atlantic Monthly magazine.
Sigma Tau Delta 's silver medal
went to Lillian McDonald, of
St. Joseph, Mo.; and the bronze
medal to Jean Anderson of Las
Animas, Colo.
Mrs. James A. Reed (Nellie Donnelly), of Kansas City, Mo., sent her
decisions, from dresses submitted
which had been made by stud2nts in
the home economics department, in

$1.00 A Year

Original Program,
Everyone Will Enjoy
Farewell ,o f Miss Lemen
Four Day Festival
In the last faculty recital of the
year the proverbial saying "last but
not least" may be used only too well.
Miss Lemen's recital given Friday
evening, May 13, at 8 o'clock in Roemer Auditorium, was excellent.
Miss Lemen gave an original program of character sketches entitled
"Profiles and Parodies" which
ranged from light comedy to a more
serious and realistic type of reading.
The first reading, "Fantasy On An
"L" was an excellent portrayal of a
young girl in a large city-her
though ts and ideas. Other sketches
included "Turista", "Accent on Acting" which had eight amusing scenes
"Loyalist Mother," "Within A Five",
and "The Third Princess". It would
be extremely difficult to favor any
of the readings because they were
all so well done.
Miss Lemen has definitely stated
that she is not returning to Lindenwood next year. She says that she
is interested a great deal in radio
work. The very least we can say is
that we are losing a very valuable
faculty member.
the clothing class; ar,d from costume designs sent from the art department; prizes of $25, $15, and
$10 in each contest. Mrs. Reed is an
alumna of Lindenwood, and gives
these prizes annually. The checks
are awarded as follows:
Dresses made by students: 1st
prize, Jane Knudson, Albert Lea,
Minn.; second, Geraldine Weiss,
Mattoon, Ill.; third, June Harsh,
Argonia, Kan.; with honorable mention to Marilyn Patterson, Crystal
City, Neb; Merilynn MacFarland.
Western Springs, Ill.; and Lois
Ward, Libertyville, Ill. These dress-.:-s
were displayed by student models
on the stage.
Nelly Don prizes for dress designs:
first, Betty Dew, Richmond, Ind. ; second, Helen Martha Shank, St. Louis; third, Dorothy
Seymour, Knoxville, Tenn.; with
honorable mention to Jo Anne
Bryan, Edith Vinci! and Betty Parr ish, all three from Tulsa, Okla.
Lindcnwood's prize for best work
in household science was given to
Mildred Davis of McAlester, Okla.;
and the prize for the best work in
household arts was divided between
Estelle Hays of Vinita, Okla., and
Lois Ward, Libertyville, Ill.
Prizes fo rthe best-J<ept rooms
went as follows:
Sibley Hall, single, Virginla Carter; double, Roselyn Janeway and
Sara Hurdis.
Ayres Hall, single, Ruby Drehmann; double, Mary Achard and
H elen Dondanville.
Butler Hall, single, Frances Brandenburg; double, Ardelle Larsen
and Sibyl Thomas.
Irwin Hall, single, Sara Margaret
Willis; double, Alma Martin and
Corinne Paulsen.
Niccolls Hall, single, divided between Nelle Motley and Lillian McDonald, and double, June Horstmeyer and Bettie Ostermeier.

The final week of this school year
promises to be interesting as well
as
spectacular.
Commencement
Week begins next Friday, June 3,
and runs through until Monday,
June 6.
Friday, from 3 until 6 p.m., the
annual art exhibit will be given in
the art studios in Roemer Hall;
Saturday, at 10 a. m., will be the
senior class day exercises on the
campu s; Saturday afternoon, at 2
o'clock the Lindenwood Horse Show
is to be given in the college paddock
- featuring three gaited singles and
pairs, five gaited classes, various
contests, highschool and driving and
jumping exhibitions, and the cham•
pionship class for Beta Chi members.
Saturday, evening at 8 o'clock, the
commencement
play,
"Petticoat
Fever" by Mark Reed, will be given
in Roemer a uditorium. Baccalaureate services are to be held Sunday,
at 3 p.m., in Roemer auditorium,
with Dr. Harry T. Scherer, pastor
of the Webster Groves Presbyterian
church, as the speaker. His theme
is entitled, "Lindenwood's Lovely
Garden". Sunday evening at 6:30
o'clock, the commencement concert
is to be given in Roemer auditorium.
The final exercises will be Mon•
day, June 6, at 10 a .m., in Roemer
auditorium; Dr. Harry C. Rogers of
Kansas City, Mo., will deli\rer the
address of the 111th annual com·
mencement.
Girls who will be graduated from
Lindenwood or receive diplomas or
certificates this year are as follows:
Bachelor of Arts-Mary Elizabeth
Baptist, Shawnee, Okla.; Leonora
Blackhurst, St. Charles; L aura
Fritz,, Wichita F alls, Tex.; Celsa
Garza, St. Charles; Lovella Hurst,
University City; Mary Elizabeth Jol•
ley, Mexico, Mo.; Betty Jean Lohr,
Kirksville, Mo.; Martha Roberts, La
Grange, Ill.; Janet Scroggin, Oak,
Neb.; Betty Ellen White, Marissa,
Illinois.
Bachelor of Science-Sara Lee
Auerbach, Edwardsville, Ill.; Margaret Behrens, Gillespie, Ill.; Elean•
or Finley, St. Louis; Martha Lott,
Webb City, Mo.; Lois Null, St.
Charles; Gladys Ploeger, Marthasville, Mo.; Effie Reinemer, Overland; LaVerne Rowe, Kirkwood;
Susan Smith, Dayton, Ohio; Marian
Thompson, Wichita, Kan.; Rose
Willner, St. Charles.
Bachelor of music- Doris Antoinette Danz, Union, Mo.
Certificate of associate arLsKathryn Ashley, Melbourne, Ark.:
Patricia
Boomis,
Independence,
Kan.; Mary Borum, Blytheville,
Ark.; Margaret Brickey Casey, Potosi, Mo.; Eleanor Dennis, Fort Le•
avenworth, Kan.; Catherine Donnell,
Crystal City, Mo.; Mary Ann Fowler, Kirksville, Mo.; Betty Harper,
Des Moines, Ia.; Evelyn Heiser, Hannibal, Mo.; Betty Kelley, Aurora,
Ill.; Margaret MacDonald, Caldwell,
Kan.; Mary Mangold Burlington,
Ia.; Kathryn Mayer, Indianapolis;
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 4)
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THURS DAY, JUN E 2, 1938.
The Linden Bark:
Where you and I clasped hands and said,
'My friend, forget me not.' "
Neihardt

Life in "The Wide Open Spaces"
The season is about to begin when all college girls will want to get
out in the open. Many g irls plan to spend their summer months In a camp
before returning in the !all. A summer camp ls one of the most worthwhile places a girl can spend h er summer. For it is t here she learns a
great deal about good sportsmanship, she has a very good chance of keeping her health up to par and if by any chance she is perhaps a little tired
from her studjes of the past winter, a camp is one of the best places to
recuperate.
Girls from colleges have for many years atlended camps not only as
campers but also as counsellors. They teach almost anything. Some girls
teach dramatics, dancing or art, while others go oul for swimming, canoeing, boa ting, tennis, archery, riilery, goH and many other sports. Some
girls are extremely talented when it comes to weaving, knitting, or nature
study. Friendship is one of the greatrst things In the world and a camp
is one of the best places in the world to make friends. It is one of the
happiest oi days in a girl's life.
A number o! girls on our campus are planning to attend camp this
summer. Lois Penn and Betty Hat'per will probably go to Camp Nagawicka In Wisconsin again this summer. Lois teaches dancing and Betty
assists with archery. Margaret Sandoe will probably go to camp again
and teach boating and canoeing. Minnie Jo Curtis will probably attend
camp in Oklahoma, where she teaches dramatics. These are only a few of
the number of girls who will attend c:arnp this summer and rctum to school
in the !all Jn a wonderful condition, to continue through the school year.

COMMEN CEMENT . .. . A JOY?
One of the amusing contradictions which always comes fo rth Qt this
t ime of yeal's is 'commencement at a finishi ng school'. Of course when one
emerges from her academic burdens and throws off the responsibility of a
student, they are oflc-n quite 'finished' in the real sense of the word; but
on the other hand, that same individual is just about to be tossed bod ly
into the sea of business life and that Is the beginning of the end ii they
can't swim mighty well.
Many of the graduates have specialized In certain voca tional subjects, which they plan to use sooner or later; yet, how many of these are
truly Interested in that subject? Some of these who get a teacher's positfon are probably doing so because she didn't know what else to do or
simply want a position of some sort. Others arl', no doubt, excellent students, have graduated with honors and are really eager to show their
ability In their vocation. It ls to 1-e hoped that both types have acquired
the ability lo get along w ith people and make the adjustments n~'cessary
for a life of harmony; for all happiness is hinp,-ecl upon this. Professor
Albert Einstein gave his opinion on this subject in an editorial for one of
the leading magazines: 'I oppose the point of view that the school must
teach the special skills that will be directly used later in life .... The aim
oI the school should be that, when a student leaves It, he is an har·monious
personality, not a spccia list. The for-cmost thing is the development o.f the
capacity to think, judge and work independently. lf you have learned to
think and work on your own, you will find you!' r·ight way; and will be
able to deal with advancing and changing conditions better than the man
whose education is based on the accumulation of detailed knowledge.'
In looking over the graduating class of this year, it is appnrent that
an excellent job of training, both academically a nd socially, has been clone
by the administration. T hey al'c to be comme ncicci on theil' accomplishment; and to the class, Lindenwood salutes you and wishes you success;
living up to the high standards of your alma mater will carry you far.

L. C. Girls Write Well
Again has Lindenwood scored In
the ann ual Atlantic Monthly studc111
contests, and this year it is two, not
one, who are distinguished. To Margaret Barton a nd Maryllnn Beardslee has come word that they stand
in the "top thirteen" of more than
600 papers submitted in the Atlantic's Essay Contest.
MargarPt Barton is a student
under Miss WinifrC'd Bums, who
· also was the instructor last year of
Bette Hurwich, who won the 1937

first prize In the Atlantic's essay
contest. Margaret wrote on the
theme, "I Have Yet To Live". Miss
M. A. C. Berran, in her letter to
Miss Burns, announcing the award,
states that over 600 papers were
submitted
Marylinn Beardslee is a student
under Miss Elizabeth Dawson, who
likewise received a le tter of congratulation from Miss Bcrran.
Marylinn's topic was, "Be It Ever
So Humble-." Maryllnn is from
Manchester, Ia.; Margaret Crom St.
Charles. The Bark extends congratulations.

CAMPUS DIARY
By M. K.
Tuesday, May 17: There was a student recital this afternoon which
was exceptionally good. Mary Ah•
mann a nd Peggy Ann McCold certafoly do have lots of talent, a nd
wasn't the new organ grand?
Wednesday, May 18: There was a
fine concert by the choir this afternoon. Tonight we all went to the
concert given by the orchestra. It
was one of the best. Everyone did
so well-the orchestra certainly deserves a Jot of credit.
Friday, May 20: Miss Lemen's recital was tonight. She was so
thoro ug hly lovely and her original
work was extremely interesting.
Saturday, May 21: Junior-Senior
Prom at the M. A. A. Didn't those
grown-up seniors look just loo lovely? How I wish I could have been
with them. And think how late
they could stay out.
Tuesday, May 24: All day boat ride
on the Capital. Up the Mississippi
to Alton, through the locks and back
again. Everyone was sorta tired
when they arrived home. No wonder, after all that dancing. To bed
sort of early.
Wednesday, May 25: Everyone
still sort of tired from the trip yesterday. A wards were made in Chapel
this morning. I certainly C:id envy
the girls who have kept their rooms
neat and clean this past year. Girls,
why don't we all resolve to get a
prize next year? Y. W. C. A. met tonight The speaker from Washington U was quite interesting
Thursday, May 26: Classes out at
noon today. rt hardly seems possible that school is almost over.
Aren't you sad? Everybody studying
tonight for the exams tomorrow.
Friday, May 27: Exams begl n this
morning bright and early at 8
o'clock. Gee, was it hard to get up?
Il won't be long now.
Saturday, May 28: Studying all
day. Very few away for the weekend or in the city. I feel a runny
feeling coming on-do you? Keep
your fingers crnssed and maybe
everything wlll be ok. Don't you
wish you hadn't cut so much? I do.
Sunday, May 29: Vespers tonight
was fine. Dr. Dobson of the First
Pl'esbyterian Church, St. Louis,
spol<e on "The Art of Forgetting",
Tuesday, May 31: Finals over in
two days. 'l'he last issue oL the
BARK out next Thursday. This year
has really been wonderful. We've
enjoyed it so much. See you next
year and have a really grand time
this summer. We will all be looking
for you next year, so good-bye for
now.

Lucky Miss Blac1nve11
Whether it be "luck" or whether it
be a natural "reward of merit",
everyone at Llnclcnwood is rejoicing
with Miss Blackwell, housemoth2r
of Butler, in the good fortune which
has come to her. A farm Jong owned in Henderson County, Ky., by her
parents and now inherited by Miss
Blackwell, with her two sistPrs and a
brother, has proved to be rich in oil.
Borings are resulting in a flow of 50
barrels of oil per hour. Port oI this
will be shared with the company in
charge of the well, but enough will
be left to give cause for decided congra tulations lo Miss Blackwt'll a nd
her Camily.
Miss Blackwell says she ls glad she
will have oppot'tunity to help some
people she has always wanted to
h elp. She has been at Llndcnwood
10 years, ancl had rather planned .to
resign anyhow and take a rest, but
110 wthis is assured. 1\1.iss BlackwPU
will probably spend some time in
travel with one o.r her sisters, who is
a widow. But she wi11 be missed at
Llndenwood.

Johnsie Fiock, Gold
Medal In Social
Science Society
Pi Gamma Mu held a meeting
Wednesday, May 18 at 5 o'clock In
the library club rooms. Officers for
the comlng year were Installed by
the retiring president, Sarah Lee
Auerbach, and a report of the
scholarship medal committee was
made. Each year, the Lin denwood
chapter awards a gold m edal and
honorable mention for distinctive
scholarship in the social sciences
during the year.
The gold medal for the highest
scholarship in the social sciences fol'
the year has been awarded Johnsie
Flock, a junior, who has done distinctive work in psychology a nd
education.
The first h onorable mention for
this year was given to Lucile Vosburg, a sophomore, who has done
outstanding work particularly In
sociology, psychology, economic~
and history. A second honorable
menllon went to Mrs. Helen Pletz, a
junior, who has done outstanding
work in the fields of psychology,
sociology and economics. These
distinctions were a nnounced In
chapel, Wednesday, May 25, and
they will be awarded at commencement.
The award is open to sophomore,
junior and senior students in the
college who arc not members of Pi
Gamma Mu and who have earned at
least 12 hours of credit in advanced
courses in the social sciences.
After the
business mcellng.
Marian Thompson gave a report on
a research problem which sh12 has
been working on during the year,
dealing with the study of a group of
relief and non-relief pupils In the
elementary schools oI St. Charles,
which was directed by Dr. Garnett.
Mary Belden offered additional
1nrormation on the sam e problem
which she secured from Mr. Pletz
in the St. Charles relief office.
Mrs. Harmon and Mrs. Garnett
prepa1't!d and served attractive refrcsh ments to th egroup at the close
of the meeting.

ANNE BOLEYN IN HER
R UUJE D PALACE

By Lillian MacDonald
Along these strangely unfamiliar
halls
I nightly make my rounds:
Haunting the throne-room where
once I was a Queen;
Haunting the apartments where I
l'ulfilled the role of wife and
mother
Till my faithless King a nd husband, {who,
Bt·aving the wrath of Pope a nd
Church and People,
Had renounced all these in favor of
my love),
Spurned and tricked me in favor of
another,
Imprisoned, tried and condemned
me
To die a shameful death.
So now, a disembodied spirit,
I make my rounds,
But I am not alone.
{How strange the pranks of F ate!)
No, not alone, fol' with me walks
the very woman,
My dearest friend, who plotted w'th
my King against me,
She, too, the victim of that faithless lover.
We dream of olden times, yes,
friends once more
For to us now there is no Time, no
bitterness, no hate:
Only darkness, and Eternity.
R E AD
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-------------------Queen LaVerne And Court
How the Girls Appeared, At The
'l'rac.litional Merrymaking.

On Friday, May 13, at 3 o'clock,
Lindenwood hono red Laverne Rowe
by crowning her Queen of the May
o n the campus lawn which stretches
out 1rom the colonial porch of Sib•
ley hall.
The f lower girls, Maxine and Mildred Tanke, e ntered, strewing rose
petals along the path for the Queen
and her court. They wore white
silk dresses. Following t hem w ere
the senior and junior classes who

stood in their places while the a>
tendants walked to their seats of
honor. First were the freshman
attendants, Dorothy Rhea and
Elaine Reid. Dorothy wore a dres,;
of orchid organza t rimmed with
pink rose buds around the neck.
Her bouquet was of pink roses.
Elaine wore yellow organdy with
blue accessories. Her 1lowers were
yellow roses with blue snapdragons.
Martha Jane Reubelt a nd Josephine Trice were sophomore attendants. They were dressed in
green organza a nd pink net respectively. Both carried pink roses.
Virginia Carter and Sara Margaret Willis, were jun ior attendants.
Virginia wore a dress o! rose net
which h ad a square neck and puffed
sleeves; she carried talisman roses;
Sara was dressed in chartreuse net
over tafetta. She carried American
Beauty roses.
Martha Roberts chose yellow marquisette with a blue sash. Her roses
were yellow mixed w ith delphinium.
Sue Smith wore white organdy over
a pink taffeta slip. She carried
pink roses. Both were senior attendants.
Jean McFarla nd, maid of honor,
wore a pink tulle dress which had a
square neck, and a high girdle with
piping just below it to the two-layer
lull skirt. She wore rosebuds in her
h air and carried pink roses.
The maids and the court stood
awaiting her entrance, as the beautiful Queen-elect appeared.
Sh e
walked slowly to the stage and
stopped before the court, where the
maid of honor placed a white pearl
crown with a lace veil upon her
blond hair as she knelt before h er;
t hen she was escorted to h er th rone.
Queen Laverne wore a pale blue
dress, the skirt of which was chiffon
a nd the drop-shoulder waist of silk
jersey which was sheered back a nd
front and at the sleeves. It was
fashioned on Empire lines. Her
bouquet was made up of w hite
roses with white satin streamers
dropping from it.
Following the crowning ceremony,
a dance program was presented by
the classes of the physical education
department under t he direction of
Miss Stookey and Miss Reichert.
For t his program the student assistants were Betty Faxon, Lo:s
Penn, Mary Books, Mildred Anderson, Martha Jane Reubelt, and Vi
Ella Smerling. The orchestra pl:lyed, under the direction of Miss
Isidor, and accompanists were Jane
Austin, Mar garet Ann McCoid,
Nelle Motley, Avis Saunders, Ruth
Hoeck, Nacleane Snyder, Mary Lou
Fugate, Joyce Ga nssle, Pearl Lucille Lammers, Cordelia Buck, Bernadette Fehlman, Kay Ruester,
Pauline Gray, Marjorie Ecker, a nd
R uth Elaine Shanks.
Of the costuming, many visitors
spoke in praise, and well they
might, considering the time wh'ch
h ad been spent by the pageantry
class a nd the students of the clothing classes in executing these
dresses a nd outfits. For each of the
various countries the peasant cost umes were copied from a uthent'c
folk costume dolls acquired in those
lands by Miss Stookey on her European travels.
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The dance program, which was
en titled, "All Over the World", began with a group of six French
dances. "La Vigne" came from
Alsace, danced gra celully by eight.
"Menuet de la Cour-La Burgogne"
wa sexecuted by an equal number.
"En Revenant de Rouen" took the
spectators to old Normandie, and
"Sur Le P ont D'Avig non" was
from the Province Basque, the p icturesque Basque dress being worn
by about a dozen dancers. There
were two tap dances, to g ive new
ideas to American girls:
"Tap
Dance ou Claquettes", in which
seven Lindenwood students managed their noisy shoes very well;
and "Le Swing Tap Dance", a solo
by ViElla Smerling.
Lively Dances from Germany

The second group of the May
Fete was Ger m an. The dances were
all typical German folk dances, w:th
the costumes a nd headdresses absoJu tely authentic in every detail. Because the costumes from southern
Ger many are more colorful, four
dances from the Black Forest region
were presented. Each of the cost umes has a full skirt, apron, blouse,
and bodice, but it is the h eaddress
which typifies the costume, every
province having its own headdress.
The little red pill box hat was the
distinguishing feature of Debnarsky,
dance o1 the hoopmakers. The
dancers wore blue skirts, striped
with red, an d gayly decorated
aprons. T h is is a real German
dance. The soloists were supposed
to have had a glass of wine on their
hoop, which t hey swung around for
the entertainment of the hoopmakers.
The most outstanding of the German dances was Sch uhplattler, or
shoe slapping, a Tyrolean type of
dance. The girls wore black shorts,
colorfully trimmed, with white
blouses, and green Tyrolean hats
with red feathers. The dance began slowly and mysteriously, building up a deep quiet, when all at once
came an electrifying yell from one
of the dancers; th e others answered
in quick s uccession, the music suddenly quickened, and the whole
group slipped into a slapping of
shoes and shorts.
In the Bauerntanz the red headdress w ith the huge black bows
from t he back of th e hat caught
one's attention. Included in this
costume was a red skirt, a yel1ow
and blacl< striped apron, a white
blouse, and a black bodice with red
strings. The dance was simple
peasant style.
Again in the Hochzeitstanz the
hat was the outstanding feature.
H uge square hats, yellow in front
and red in back, were worn. It
seems strange to us that the women
and children in Germany wear these
huge hats wherever they go.
The Deutscher Paartanz came
from the Black Forest. A yellow
stovepipe hat set off t he costume,
which included a brown dress, yellow apron with red and green trimmings.
The g irls in the Festtanz wore
h eaddresses with large bows hanging from the fron t and fr inge falling from the sides. • Many colors
were represented in their costumes.
A crown hat distinguished t he
Uhrmachertanz. The dancers wore
long pink dresses, paneled with blue
in the front.
The Schafertanz also came from
the Black Forest. The blue and yellow costumes were set off by large
red hats with h uge pompons. The
da nce and costume were authentically south German.
Europe, North and S::u !h

The third group of dances consisted of the Eastern E uropean. The
first three dances were espec·ally
interesting for their lovely costumes
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which were exact copies of costumes
worn by dolls Miss Stookey brought
from abroad. The first dance was
from Dalcarlia, a province in the
middle of Sweden. The peasants
t here continue to wear costumes
such as those worn in the May Fete.
The dancers in t he second and third
dances,
Italian
and
Moravian
(Czechoslovakian)
wore
exact
copies of costumes from those
countries. These three were all folk
dances. The g irls in the Hungarian
dance, also a folk dance, wore exact
copies of native dress.
Imogene Kinkaid gave a lovely
Serbian solo. Her dress was a
bright orange peasant dress with a
bright green apron . Under this she
wore a yellow petticoat with ruffles,
which showed from under the dress
when she turned.
Betty Newlon was am using in her
t:m brella dance.
Miss Stookey
learned it in Zagreb last summer
when the dance was done by a Croatian g irl, Mercedes Goritz-Pavelic.
Peggy Hocker was attractive in
her Magyar gipsy dance. The Dalmatian, which was a folk danae,
was naother lovely one. The hat
worn in this dance is a copy of the
one Miss Stookey bought in Jugoslavia. It is exactly like the hat
tha t the Duke of Windsor brought
back when he was spending a vacation t here. It was at this time the
fashion of pill-box hats came into
style.
Lois Penn had perhaps the most
beauti.ful costume and most outstanding dance in the entire May
Fete. Her costume was of solid
spangles. Under the skirt showed
chartreuse ruffles. She was extremely graceful and her turns were
beautiful. Her dance, Gyon, was a
Hungarian Rhapsody.
Tableaux from the Orient

E ach one of the costumes modeled
in the Orien tal group was authentic
and had been obtained by the girls
who either lived or visited abroad.
Marni Lou Albertson, who modeled
a Vollendam costume from Holland,
lived there for over a year. Eleanor
Dennis lived in Panama for five
years and brought back with her
the San Blas Indian costume which
she wore. W ith it she wore a gold
nose ring made lil<e a cli p, and a
reel streak of paint from her f~rehead to h er nose in accordance w ith
the native customs. The San Blas
India ns live on a sma ll island near
Panama and Eleanor was fortunate
in getting a costume from them, on
account
of
the difficulty
in
approaching them, because of t heir
retiring and s uperstitious nature.
Shi rley Spalding wore her own costume from her home in Peru. A
Cuzco Indian costume, Virginia Froman wore a Oahu Hawaiian costume from Honolulu; it belonged
to Peggy I-locl<er, who lived there
for a number o_f years.
Marjorie Peabody's P hilippine
coastal F iesta costume was mad:?
of blue satin with a long train tucked into the belt instead of flowing
back of the dress. Imogene Stroh
obtained her Chinese Mandarin
costume w hen she lived in Ch'.na.
It was made of heavy silk and was
almost completely embr oidered with
flowers and figures.
Marguerite
Dearmont wore a Siberian Gipsy
costume; and Jacqueline Morrison,
3 Baguio Igorote Mountain costume
.from the Philippine Islands, belonging to Imogene Stroh. With it she
carried a devil chaser which was a
pipe with one reed made out of
split bamboo.
Helen Crider wore an East India n
Sari from Bombay, which Charolyn
Baker obtain ed on a trip around the
world. The costume was a piece
of material seven yards long and
one and a half yards wide, draped
around the wearer. The entire costume was made with no seam s or

stitching at all. Virginia Skeery
wore a Croatian costume 1rom Trebarjevo, Jugoslavia. It was a peasant costume made of coarse linen
accordion-pleated wh ile the material
was damp, and covered with solid
embroidery of flower patterns.
Alberta Cheaney and Hattie Veigh
McFarland wore Mexican Peon cost umes owned by Miss Jaunita Piaget, and Jo Anne Bryan wore a cosmopolitan costume' owned by Miss
Stookey. MakJ:ng u'p t his costume
were a Dalmatian hat, Croatian
blouse, Hungarian apron, Swedish
purse, Tyrolean sl<i shoes, Bosnia
k erchief, Budapest bag, and Paris
scarf.
Original Danczs

The ,last group, "Modern Dancers
in the United States" wer e the most
outstanding dancers on the program , because it was the type of
dance that is the most popular not
only in the United States but in
Europe as well. It is the type of
dance started in Germany by Mary
Wigman and has been carried on
today by Martha Graham, Doris
Hunwhrey, and Hanya Holm. Th e
first ·dance "Sweeping Motion" was
crl;!ated by L ois Penn, and "Contrasts". and "Staggering Through
Swiss Cheese", the third and fourth
numbers, were original creations by
Betty Faxon. T he music for the latter, and for Betty Faxon's solo,
"Emphasis on Rhythm" were original modern compositions, by P eggy
Ann McCoid. The dance "Staggering Through Swiss Cheese", was
perhaps the most outstanding number, because it was full of little bits
of comedy, and burlesque.
The costumes for the dancers
were t he regulation m odern dance
costumes. The girls in the first
group wore large full N ile green
skirts over th eir costumes an d those
in the second group wore rose-colored ones.

Testing Foods

For Service

Students in the foods classes have
continued with their studies of
brands of foods. Several varieties
have been tested since the last Bark
was out.
Sue Smith reported on asparagus.
The LG.A. brand ranked f"rst;
Fargo, ranked second; and Avondale ranked third. More than 90
per cent of the world's asparagus
supply is grown in t he Delta district
of the Sacramento Valley. Asparagus, before it can be brought to
the table, must go through quite a
process. First the stalks are cut
from eight to ten inches in length ;
taken to washing sheds ; cut to seven
inches in length and washed in fresh
water; then th ey are taken to the
cannery immediately to avoid hardening or bitterness ; they are then
sorted for size, and color; immersed
in boiling water, then cold water.
Next t hey are put in enamel-lined
cans for .final sorting and inspection. Then they are pu t in cans and
marked according to count and color. Cans are then filled with a hot
salt solution; put through an exhaust box and capped. Asparagus
contains vitamins A, B, and C, and
has 91 calories per pound. It contains the greatest percentage of
moisture. Asparagus is u sed more
in salads and as a vegetable tha n
for anything else.
Peas were reported on by Lucille
Gocio. Th ere are two kinds of peas
used for ..:anning ; (1) Sweets a nd
(2) Alasirns. Popularity of peas is
based upon freshness a nd llavor,
and not size. Peas are grown mostly in Michigan and New York. The
green pea and bean are among our
most valuable green vegetable. T hey
have an u nusually large con tent of
protein, rich in all three vitamins,
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A, B, and C. Three-eighths cup of
peas equals 35 calories.
Green
Giant was the first choice, al 20
cents for 12 ounces; Del Monte was
second, at 20 cents for 12 ouncCSi
and Country Club was third, at 1G
cents !or 13 ounces.
Pat Matthews reported on pears.
Pears belong to the rose Iamily.
There are about 1000 varieties in
the United States. Of these, the
most Important arc the Bal'tlctt,
which Is the best pear .for allround purposeSi and the KJcUer,
which is an inferior grade and seldom used save Lor spicing. Pears
came from Western Asia and now
are universal in the temperate sections or the world. Of the pears
exhibited the A & P brand ranked
first and was the most economical
at 19 cents per pound. The second
choice was El-Be, at 26 cents per
pound, a nd there were eight large
halves. The brand Iona ranked
third, and was 15 cents per pound
with eight large halves.
Sara Lee Auerbach reported on
olives. The olive industry is one
of the olclest industries in the world.
Olives are grown extensively in
Southern European countries, especially Spain; however, California
now produces large quantities of
this fru.it. Of five species of olives,
we arc best acquainted wlth the
Gardal or Mazanella, a free stone,
small, thin-skinned olive. Blossoming occurs around May first; harvesUn<;! takes place in September
and October.
Green olives arc
stuffed with pimlentoes, cheese an
chovies, or nuts, or may be' left
whole and canned to use as a relish.
From eight to 16 green olives contain 100 calories, three of which are
protein and ash, 86 per cent of
which al'e fats, and 11 of which are
carbohydrates. They are a good
source ot vitamins A and B and contain phosphorus, calcium and •iron.
In judging twelve well-known
brands on their color, uniform size,
absence of defects, appearance of
liquid, and flavor, the class found
Tom Boy to be the best brand. From
the standpoint oi cost this would
be the best to buy since it cost 51
cents per pound (wh!ch is the lowest price found in the twelve). Cedar Hlll, which costs 62 cents per
pound, was second, a nd American
Lady ranked third.
Dorothy Knaus l'Cportcd on
ca1111ed sweet potatoes which was
the last report. Sweet potatoes are
cultivated a ll over the United States.
Over 50,000,000 bushels are produced
yeartv and quite a Jot arc now
canned. They must be hancilerl
very carefully because they spoil
very easily. II one end of the potato is bad, the whole potato will
soon spoil. One-half of a sweet
potato equals 100 calories while one
whole white potato equals 100 calories. Thus a sweet potato is about
t\vice as rich as a white potalo. A
white potato gives two times as
much iron and phosphorus as a
sweet potato. Sweet potatoes have
t~ree times as much vitamin A, two
times as much vitamin B, and the
~ame amount of C and G. In judgmg the sweet potatoes, Sail On
brand ranked first, Hi-Pointe ra nked
second, and Monarch w;.J.s third.

"Life With A Goal"
Rev. Ernest Jones was the guest
speaker at vesper services Sun-lay
evening, May 14, in Roemer auditorium. Rev. Mr. Jones said that the
biggest problem before men is th'!
problem of liie itself. "Scientists sl ill
stand bRck of the mystery of Ji re.
Life is a glorious march from the
lowest rorm to the highest type of
man a nd women. It is a long and
colorful story from ancient prehistoric cities to the glorious cities of
today.
"To think of life being emlche-ct

clever, and contained many points.
Lois Null, edito1·, will find a tangible
reward for her work in the satisfaction of the students. Sue Sonneday, the business manager, should
also !'eceive much credit for the
e.fflclent management of the boolc.
Looking through the Annuai, page
by page, let us note the various pictures on each page. The first picture we find is a colorful photograph of ou r lovely library. Then
comes Roemer Hall, the administration building; Irwin hall, Sibley, Niccolls, and Ayres. Each of th~se
pictures is a rather bright looldng
green shade and very beautifully
shown. Snapshots fill the next few
pages and show Lhe girls from early
morning to late evening.
Dt·. and Mrs. Roemer's pictures
arc next, and are followed by the
administration staff pictures. T he
senior pictures fill the next few
pages and arc followed by the
junior, sophomore and freshman
pictures. More snapshots arc then
displayed and then come the different organizations and sororities in
the
college. The last section of the
Commercial Club Ready
book is devoted to the various
For Nex t Year selected queens, and followed by
more snapshots. Concluding the
The last meeting oI the Commer- book is a section devote-ct to a Litcial club was held Wednesday, May erary Supplement by the students
4, in the Library Clubrooms. Be- of Llndenwood, and followed by
cause of rain the picnic which h ad morP snapshots.
Clever sayings
been planned was called off. Virginia using the different girls' ne mcs are
Carter, vice-president of the class, used throughout the entire book.
presided at the meeting. First, a The last pages are devotee! to adb us iness meeting was held and next, vertising.
election of officers for the following
year. Those elected were: Virginia
Carter, president; Harriet Hall, vice- Dr. Skilling Place~
president; Doris Delsenroth, secreHigh Value on Sincerity
tary and treasurer; and Mary Kern,
repol'tcr.
Dt·. David Skilling, oI St. Louis,
After the business had been at- spoke at vespel's, Sunday evening,
tended lo and the meeting adjourn- May 22. His sermon centered on
ed, refreshments were served, con- "Sincerity in Relation to Friendsisting of wieners a nd buns, pickles, ships".
devlled eggs, potato chips, coca cola,
"H you had the cha nce to make a
and csl<imo pies. Miss Allyn, spon- r equest for a friend to possess, what
sor of the club, and Mrs. Margaret would yours be?" asked Dr. Sl<llling.
Heikes of the commercial depart- "Would it be prosperity, health, hapment, were there.
piness, or joy"? A request to sorr.eonc to whom you wanted lo give a
great deal in life; someone that
Program by Voice
you would care to pray for. Prayers
Students
are a part of our speech that we
Eleven girls studying voice under cannot get along without. They are
communions with God.
Miss Doris Gieselman, direcior of
"Thcrn never lived a more worthy
L indenwood's choir, gave a recital
man
Lhan the Apostle St .Paul, a
Wednesday afternoon, May 18, at 5
o'clock In Music Hall. Each sang scholar and a character in himself.
two numbers, and the program was He wanted t ti ask God for something
one of great vari<:'ty and interest. -something bigger and better than
Those taking part were Irene Alt- anything else he knew of- Sincerhelde, Jeanne Gaskill, Jeanette S0r- ity". Dr. Skill ing then aslrnd those
dinskl, Winifred Vrooman, Kathleen in the a udience to think of what they
Storrs, Virginia Froman, Dorothy would desire to ask God lo give to
Rhea, Mary Lou Fugate, Ruby Drch- their friends. "Would Sincerity enma nn, Ruth Hoeck, and Elaine Reid. ter in? A person may be kine! and
generous but still insincere."
"Sincerity is a matter of great imSplendid Work Shown
portance. It is a grace of the ChrisIn Lindenwood's Annual tian life that needs to be cultivatecl;
and a school life is the best place
The New Linden Leaves was to do this. Would It be possible for
issued to the student body last week. us to find one of our dearest friends
The long line anxiously waiting and not sin~ere ancl not what we though t
crowding in front or the Annual her to be ? Sincerity means, tested
office testified to the students' In the sunlight. Truth is th<' parent
eagerness; and harassed instructors of three children, honesty, veracity,
competing during class time with sincerity. Insincerity is the enemy
the pictures in the Leaves, testified of all good. It poisons the stream
to students' interest. The dark of li fc. Person lcst-ed in true friendgreen leather cover. with the Lln- ships are those whose lives stand
denwood crest stamped in silver, the test of the light of God's truth
ma kes a very charming impression. and are sincere in truth, word a nd
The same color scheme ls used actlon. We must cultivate s 1ncerlty
throughout the book a nd gives Jt an as the daily basis of our lives."
air of bca1Uty and daintiness. The
drawings and sketches give an inY. W. Singsong
formal note to the book but the
snapshots are lhe more amusing
At the Y. W. C. A. meet1n~ on
parts.
Large square pictures used in the Wednesday. May 12, the girls gathsenior section received a good deal ered on Sibley porch and sang
of favorable mention. Under each rounds, old and traditional songs,
picture not only was the girl's home and a few popular ones. Sh,.ets of
town but also a small resume of paper with the words printed on
them were passed arouncl among
her life h ere at Lindenwood.
The humor section was extremely the girls.

is a wonderful and upliiting thought.
Going back to the great achievements of huma n minds In Rome,
Greece, a nd Egypt we have for years
recognized their once great power
but today they arc gone. As a personal hypothesis, may I suggest."
said Mr. Jones, "that perhaps those
people lived on the surface oI life
and forgot the real deep principles
that go hand in hand with living."
Rev. Mr. Jones stated that one
way we might solve our problems of
living today would be to maintain
our modern life and cm·ich it. "There
is great danger of living too much in
the present; we must absolutely live
with long vision and foresight and
follow the 'flying goai'. We must
find the direction and road lo the
right goal and we must find power
that will keep us going; thal power
is Jesus Christ. Only so long as we
achieve a Christlike attitude and
hold fellowship with Man can we
keep going. Toward Him the whole
creation moves and in Him all things
hold together."

Highest Honor Sol"ority
Election of officers of Alpha
Sigma Tau for the coming year
was held Tuesday, May 10, in the
library club room. Jean McFarland
was re-elected president; Gwendolyne Payne, vice-president, and
Evelyn Heiser was elected secretary-treasurer.
Sue Sonnenday was initiated into
the society and Dr. Benson presented an interesting paper s he had read
be.tore the St. Louis Historical
Society, entilled "The Women in
The Abolition Movement Before
1848".

Many Ways to Make
Variety in Menu
T he foods classes of the Home
Economics department under the direction of Miss Anderson have just
finished planning, preparing and
set·ving a group o{ dinners. These
dinners are a check-over of the originallly a nd ingenuity of the students.
The girls were to make up the best
menus possible and find unusual
ways of serving the meals, as well
as inexpensive ways of serving.
Each girl was given an outline as
followir for a cocktail, either grapeIriul juice, ornnge juice, or tomato
juice; for the canape, anchovie; for
the vegetable, peas; fol' meat,
ground beef; salad, pineapple or
pear; and Iol' dessert, ice cream.
1:-rom this outllne, th e girls were to
plan their menues.
The first group made up of Alma
Martin, Zora Homer, Mary Roberts,
and Dorothy Knaus hl'd as its
menu, orange cup cocktail, and anchovie and cheese canapc. For the
main course they had Hungarian
meat balls with mushroom sauce,
French broiled potatoes, a nd i:ea
tlmbale rings. For a salad the girls
had pinec:t(J(Jle a nd chee:;e.

Cluver

leaf rolls and butter and grape jelly
were also on the menu, also olives
and radishes. For dessert they served chocolate strawberry sundae In
cal<e rings and also coffee.
·
The second group, composed of
Sara Lee Auerbach, Janet Scroggin,
Peggy Hocker and Sue Smith, hi?d
a n entirely different dinner. It consisted of tomato-orange juice cocktail, anchovies on crackers, relish,
beef nests filled with masl1ed potatoes, pea fritters, cloverleaf and
orange rolls, pineapple salad, chocolate cake rinf:l'S, almond bar ice
cream and iced tea. Tea was served
in frosted g lasses a nd cherries and
mint were Iro:1.cn in the lee cubes.
The third group was composed of
II<'len M. Shank, Estelle Hays, Miriam Culling, Betty Barney, and Suzanne Zempel. Their menu consisted of tomato Juice cocktail, anchovie
canape, spaghetti and beer with tomato sauce, pea and potato boats.
pear salad, sliced crabapples, dill
pickle, rolls, butter, jelly, and for
dessei·t marshmallow strawberry
ice cream in me1·ingue shells and also iced tea. Iris appeared on the
table as a centerpiece.
The last group was made up of
Mlld1·ed Davis, Lucille Goclo, Fleanor June Marsh and Patricia Matthews. These girls served tomatomint cocktail, anchovie and ritz can.
apes, meat pinwheel (made of meat
and chopped beets rolJed together),
Tin-Pin (Iried potatoes), baked cucumber boats fllJed with P<'RS, J\/1'1111
In the Moon salad, spiced crabapples,
h ot butter horns and grape jelly, and
for dessert fresh strawberry ic"
cream in French pastry cups, and
iced tea. These girls had red roses
as their centerpiece.
READ
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Stories by Freshmen Winning Medals of Sigma Tau Delta
BE IT EVER

O HUMBLE

By Maryllnn Beardslee
{GOLD MEDAL)
My thin, dutch-bobbed litlle-glrJ.
h ood was ecstasy, I suppose. People
tell me that I suffered deeply (for
I do everything by wholes), but all
the child-hurts have only melted
into little tearless fables with each
a lesson, funny and well-taught. I
can (or will) remember just the
sweet In it: the flowers and the
silk and the puppies, and the smack
ol tired, thin-sandaled baby feet
over u long jump-rope, turning and
turning above the hot pavement.
"You missed!" u raucous b!g kJd
would scream, but I was glad to
"take my end" because I could
stand In the shimmering poplar
shad<.' to turn the frayed rope, where
the cool lake breeze that was a Godsend to Chicago could find my gingham dr<.'ss and flap it gently against
sweaty bare knees. At six when
the ev<•nlng whistles at the steel
mills blew, hot housewives moved
to thel1· screened back porches
(where the table, colored brightly
with ruspberries and golden bantam
sweet-corn, was set outside to catch
a breath or air) and called In twotoned trebles the familiar names of
their young ones. Above the whirring of sprinkling hose and the
crescendo of a near-by street car
their efforts were quite unheard
(or more probably ignored), for, In
my case at least, little Buddy had
to be sent pattering up the sidewalk
howling, "Maryl, mom wants ya,"
with all the power in his fat little
middle. Timid fr ig ht seemed a lways lo push him, for somehow he
managed to realize how vital It was
for his struggUng doctor-<laddy to
have "on-time" meals.
Both o( us worshipped somewhat
awesomely that daddy who was
perfel·I with his blond mustache
and his tall strength Oike a panther
when we had been naughty to
mother), and who (we insisted) had
nP.ver fulled us as long as we could
remcmbe1'. Wlnte revenlngs when
~now was pulled down like a stock111g cap over the ears of each snug
bungalow on Oglesby Avenue, and
women laden wllh the evening
markc•tlng shuffled up the middle
of the street, galoshes flopping, we
would perch long upon the radiator
cover to wait for him, pressing our
small noses tight against the frosty
window pane. Buddy would make a
circle or little melted plac<'s and
get his nose very dirty indeed before
he would back off a bit from the
"'.igll to look at his ha ndiwor·k. A
IIltle clrlplet of water would gathpr
a lthe rim of the top-most spot, and
begin to splash over and creep
dO\\.n taster and faster, until It had
made a long clean streak that he
could see through, upon the frost.
That was th<' way Buddy erased
our first grade blackboard whenever Miss Madsen would let him I
decided, In nice, straight Jl~es
down lo the boll om. He was always
so very careful 1o do a good job that
Miss Madsen had hurried him away
more than once, and had erased the
board herself.
Then the streak would widen and
a_ll lht' other peek-hole eyes \~Ould
fill with tears that were runn'ng
~unnlng down lo meet the mai~
lme. We could see out at length
and thE' bPauty of the world mad~
us wonder. The street was like a
dear face wh<.'rc every lint' is a
memory, and the whole is beautiful because It Is beloved. There was
nothing of the "Hog Butcher" in

our part of Chicago, that was only
a mile from the great Ice-blue lake
where sea gulls dipped above white
crested swells, and the low, urgentvoiced foghorn bored into the misty
nights. Close upon the blocked,
gray rocks that piled high along
the Near-South shore the breakers
smashed into spray tha L rose rhyth•
mlcally into the whipped air, splashIng occasionally on flashing sleek
cars that spun Loop-ward on the
Drive.
Many years later (when I was
fourteen, in fact) the city council
covered the downtown beaches with
bright thin buildings and called it a
World's Fair. With Buddy I went
every Friday, and threaded from
the Streets of Paris and the Sky
Ride down the odorous, swarming
Midway to the Travd and Transport Building, through throngs of
gawking, loud-voiced visitors from
Iowa and California and Rhode
Tsland. That was the summer I
first began to notice an ominous
quiet over our home when we chlldr<'n were about, a hushing of parental discussion as I dashed Into the
sol't-lighted llv!ng room or an early
evening to aslc Daddy about the
pickled wonders in the Hall of
Science. The house was crowded
with people distant relatives, you
know, and old college friends of
Mother who had perused their Usts
or Chicago acquaintances and had
picked us out as conveniently located for the Fair. One couple in particular, a young doctor and his wife
from Daddy's hometown In Iowa,
seemed always to be Invited to those
furtive "adults-only" debates. "You
could do well," I overheard the man
say. "Business ls on the up, Doc,
anu anyhow our little town has
hardly felt the depression. When I
go west I want lo be sure the practise ls in good hands."

••••
Absorbed In the unfamiliar world
about me, I stumbled on Inexperienced feet over the frosty, unplowNl C'lods that lay, upturned to Iowa's
October air, In the lowlands behind
my new home. I sanl< upon a
stump some hundred yards from
our homely, screened back-door, a nd
surveyed the town, dwindled to Its
"city-limits" on the slope above.
Our house, identical with those on
r!ther side of it, loomc:l large and
\\ hlte and bewlndowed against the
great drooping elms. Loops of
ta ngled barbed wire hung between
the crumbling old fence posts picketIng the dying garden at !he foot of
our steps. A drove of zinnias still
flamed there, and lemon-colored
chrysanthemums
drooped
their
whiskers nonchalantly In the wind
thnt shaved them closer every day.
I liked to hear that wind, young and
strong after its long summer sleep.
It swirled a nd rustled among lifting
colored leaves piled In the woods on
my right, and spat boldly at a
thrPad of smoke that twisted above
a burning heap. The cloud-wisps
l0SSPd low in the path or It, and to
the left the wind detector on the
court house spire spun around undccldedly against the Ice-blue sky,
like an unsettled compass needle.
To me, who had lived among street
cars and . rectangular sky-scrapers,
this practical, reel-brick tower rising
through the ever-present
elm
bra nches was like a cathedral where
plodding !armers worshiped the
state with taxes, hard and honestly
earned. Naturally it was situated
on Main Street whcrC' every one
within a thr<-'e-mile radius could see
the great face of th<' town clock
registering the time of day. The
hands were on the hour when I

glanced at them, and I waited for
the slow, ringing toll that I had
grown to know would come. It
struck four times, and I shifted on
rhe stump to watch for the afternoon Chicago-bound that would
flash by on the I.C. tracks a half
mile behind me. It would whistle
long and low, and six short hours
later It would lhunder into the
lJnion ~tn tlon: but I would be like
the smoke-haze, left behind in an
unplowed field where yellow cornears lay among the stubble and a
cowb!r<.l hopped one-footed from
kernel to kernel.

••••

Well, I could stand it until Christmas. Oh, when the evergreen trees
were piled olong the market walks,
and bungalow windows were bright
with colored darts, I was going
home to Og lesby. O! course I
couldn't have my own yellow bedroom (they had 1·Pnted it when we
moved, to a nasty little boy with a
mongrel dog), but I would stay at
Alice's right across the street, and
watch the lights go on in my house
behind the frosty glass. "Golng
home,'' I whispered over and over
at night, when I wiggled deep into
my feather bed between white
sheets so cold they hurt. It was
going to be hard enough to make It,
what with Mr. Howard creeping
about high school, watching and
pouncing upon any who dared miss
his precious classes. He didn't teach
much anyhow, compared with Mrs.
Magg at Illrsch, where three thousand of us had pushed through the
halls, in South Chicago. "T hate Mr.
Howard," I decided. He's small and
slinky llkc all the other people here,
and he thinks J'm stucl<-up because
I'm used to more than Manchester
High School. I can make straight
A's without listening to a word he
or the rest ol them say in thelr
drawllng lectures, and it makes nfm
furious." I would never admit to
my broad-daylight self that his
grins on the assembly stage werC!
sweet and boyish, and that my heart
pounded high In my throat when
hls wide, dark ey<.'s rei,ted, puzilcd,
upon my tense face. He was too
young and intert'sting, I felt, to
function like a puppet hopping
blindly about among his tight little
duties.
He was too handsome.
Something bubbled up within me,
light and soaring, ,, hen I thought or
James Howa rd anywhere but In a
school building-. Strange bubblingalien to anything I had ever tasted
in the close, humming comfort o!
the city. It welled up and broke,
racing, through my bcln~ at basketball games when BIiiy Taylor's knee
touched mine, crowded close In a
shoutin~ r·ow or the cheering sec,
tion. The strange sensation had
come from nowher<.', and I resented
it as part of Manchester, along with
the prema ture freshmen who wore
hats to the show, and beamed when
we pas~ed boys on the street. How
could I know tha t our clique of
smiling Christian Endeavor young
people and the hateful white frame
houses where we held our parties
had nothing Lo do with my awaken.
in~ g irlhood? How could I see that
girls grew and loved In Chicago as
well! I would let nothing through
my cllnglng, stubborn sentiment for
things fnmlllar, and the sweet newness was Jost against a hard. resistant corp sorrowing deep within me.
Funny how much you can miss of
life when you don't give it a fair
chance.
When I couldn't stand It any
longer, they sent me away to Seattle
for the summer, along the thin,
black, dipping highways of the

Northwest where dank forests
dripped with waterfalls and one
never, never came upon a tree with
leaves. I saw greatness everywhere
- In the gorges where mountain
sld<'S melted under the swill rush
ol swirling rapids, and In the cold,
shell-pink peak of Mt. Ranier
(seen from Port Angeles), rising
like a mirage out of the wild Sound.
Strangely, the Inevitable homesickness that crushed me was for flat,
bright Iowa fields, and a little
slcppy, elm-arched street where a
white frame house was beginning to
build !tseU: above my resentment as
horn<.'.
<\ thin sliver of an envelope from
Manchester cuts the darkness of my
collogr mailbox. "We're thinking of
moving to Chicago .for the summer," Mother writes. "Near the
lake, my dear." And I grit my teeth
hard to defeat the hot, impatient
tears that flood up to my eyes. "Oh,
mom, It's bad enough to be away
threP-fourths of the year at school,''
I plead within my thoughts. "At
least T deserve to come home to the
gang for vacation. Anyhow I don't
know what you see in the noisy,
dirty city when It's ninety degrees
In the shade."
Once I had failed to accustom my.
self to my new surroundings, 1·eluslng to give them a fair chance to
impress me favorably. Now, when
I 11ccdcd Ma nchester, I had to move
on to something else. I threw away
the letter, and walked and walked.
LITTLE MARMADUKE 01"
PE~NSYLVA.,"i'"JA AVENUE

By Lillian MacDonald
(SILVER ME DAL)
Little Marmaduke, the tiniest
cat<.'rplllar that lived In the biggest
elm tree on P ennsylvania Avenue,
was disobeying his mother! She h ad
most d<.'Iinitely told him 11ot to go
out on the tempting !Utle tw1g at
th<' ve1 y end of the very longest
branch of the elm tree, and he was
doing It! Fie on thee, Marmaduke.
You sec, little Marmaduke had been
going to Miss Drusilla Caterpillar's
school to learn the five C's: Creeping, Crawling, Crimping, Clinging
and Climbing, and, as he had to
practise these commendable feats
for his homework, he thought that
th<' tiniest twig would be Ideal. But
mother said, "No!" because she
thought little Marmaduke should
practise first on the safer branches.
As Mother Caterpillar hurried
down the trunk of the biggest elm
tree on Pennsylvania Avenue, little
Marmaduke looked out at the tiniest
twig on the longest branch of that
same biggest elm tree on Penn,
Sylvania Avenue.
"G<.'t thee behind me, Satan,'' said
little Marmaduke.
"Pooh,'' said Satan, so little Marmaduke started creeping, crawling,
crimping, cUnglng and cllmblng out
to the tiniest twig on the longest
branch of the biggest elm tree on
Pennsylvania Avenue. Ile was do•
ing his homework well, and he was
sure that tomorrow he would make
tht' best grades in the class and
then wouldn't mother be proud of
him! Good old Satan!
When little Marmaduke got out to
the tiniest twig he was so proud of
himself that he wanted everybody
to see him. so he decided to sing a
song. At firs t he thought he'd sing
"The Dlpsy Doodle" or "Bel Mir Bist
Du Schon", but then he decided that
If h<' sang "Hall to the Chief", the
President, who lived in the White
House Inside the fence just beyond
the biggest elm tree on Penn-
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sylvania Avenue, would probably
come out and make him a memebr
of the Supreme Court.
So he
pric kled up the black and yellow
spikes on his back, puffed out his
chest, stood up on his very back
feet and started singing "Hail to
the Chief" in a big bass voice. (Little Marmaduke's voice had changed
quite early. ) But pretty soon little
Marmaduke came to a high note
that he couldn't quite hit, so he
stood right up on the end of his
tail, and forgot to Cling, which is
the most important of all t he five
C's.
Horror of horrors! Little Marmaduke fell o.ff of the tiniest twig of
the longest branch of the biggest
elm tree on Pennsylvania Avenue!
"Muscle Shoals!" said little Marmaduke. It was the biggest dam he
could think of at the moment, as he
slid down Miss Cassandra Smythe's
back.
But to his s u rprise Miss Cassandra didn't seem to appreciate the
fact that she had a future member
of the Supreme Court down her
back.
When little Marmadul<e
started creeping a nd crawling a nd
crimping and clinging and climbing
around inside her petticoat, she gave
a little shriek and began doing the
Big Apple right down Pennsylvania
Avenue, just as the Chairman of
the Old-Age Pension Board {)rove
up to the White House. Now this
was very unfortunate beca use Miss
Cassandra had just applied for an
Old-Age Pension because she had
rheumatism and couldn't teach
school any more, and when the
Chairman of the Board saw her
doing the Big Apple down Pennsylvania
Avenue he naturally
thought she had been fibbing. When
he started to tell her that she
couldn't have her Pension, s he
rushed up and cried:
"Oh, please, Mr. Chairman, there's
a worm clown my back! Can't you
get it out?"
"Worm indeed," thought little
Marmaduke, "when I'm none other
than a future member of the
Supreme Court!" and he du g all s 'x
of his illustrious .feet into her back.
Miss Cassan.dra inserted a couple
of Hula-Hula gyrations in the Big
Apple and little Marmadul<e slid
farther down.
"No, I can't get it out," the Chairman was saying, "but here comes
the Chief Justice. Maybe h e can."
"Oh, please, Mr. Chief Justice,"
cried Miss Cassandra frantically,
"there's a worm down m y back and
I can't get it out. What'll I d" ?"
"Here, madam," said the Chief
Justice, "is the yardstick by which
I m easure the Constitution. Perha os it will help."
So, just as the President came
out of the White House, the Chairm an of the Old-Age Pension B">ard
stuck the yardstick down Miss Cassandra's back t o try to reach little
Marmaduke. Then, he turned to
the Chief Justice.
"It's too short," he objected.
"You're not playing .fair," the
President pouted, "I'm going to get
another Chief Justice."
"All right for you," said the
Chief Justice, sticking his t ongue
out at the President, "I won't play
with you a nymore."
"Here's the yardstick I use," said
the Presi<ient, handing one to the
Chairman who tried it, just as Congress adjourned a nd marched up
Pennsylvania Avenue.
"This one's too long," he said, and
a policem an came up and arrested
·him for disorderly conduct.
"It's against the Law to use that
yflrdstick," Congress told the P resident, "so iust for t hat, we're going
to impeach you."
By that time Miss Cassan"lra was
screaming so loudly that everybodv
rushed up to see who had been
murdered thflt dav. When they
found that Miss Cassandra had a
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worm down her back, and that Congress was doing nothing about it,
the women got together and recalled
all the Senators and Representatives
to punish the Congress for neglect
of duty.
However, little Marmaduke had
al ready managed to get out by himself, and was creeping, crawling,
crimping, clinging, and climbing as
fast as he could go, up the longest
branch of the biggest elm tree on
Pennsylvania Avenue.
So now you see, Johnny, that
Miss Cassandra Smythe didn't get
her Old-Age Pension because the
Chairman of the Board was arrested
for disorderly conduct, and after
the President removed the Chief
Justice, he was impeached by Congress which was recalled because it
wouldn't come to Miss Cassandra's
assistance; and now we have a
woman President and no more elm
trees on Pen nsylvania Avenue, al l
because little Marmaduke disobeyed
his mother.
Moral: Never walk under an elm
tree.
RELIEF

By Jean Anderson
(BRONZE MEDAL)
For eighteen years, I have lived
in a small town in one of the western states. I love my home devotedly. It is quiet, le'isurely, and
friendly.
When the depression
came to New Yorl< in 1929, it was
merely a newspaper story to us.
We scarcely noticed that money wes
harder to get and that jobs were
fewer; by 1933, however, we felt
the pinch. In the next year we began to hear talk about the relief
administration and the dole system.
People discussed them heatedly and
many declared that the President
would ruin our country. We heard
stories of st arvation and criminal
want, of brutality and pitiful privation. We heard, too, about the people who were "on relief", of their
unwillingness to work at any t ime.
We were told how undeserving
these men and women and children
were, and newspaper headlines
.flaunted stories of gr aft and rotten
administration. All of this was of
little interest to a high school girl.
I was told th at people in my own
town were starving; yet it seemed
remote. My friends were cutting
budgets, of course, but there was no
ques tion of act ual want. When the
Emergency Relief Administration
was reorganized in April, 1936, and
became the State Department o.f
P ublic Welfare, I was only slightly
aware of th e change. I was gradelated from hif>'h ,:chool in May, 1936,
having completed a two-year commercial cour~e. One day. a few
wcel(S after the end of school, the
Dir~ctor of the local Public Welfare
Office called on me. He was very
short of help, he explained, and had
much work to do in making out of
new r ecords and statistics, and I
had been recommended to him fer
~tenographic work. Would I come
w t l-ie office and do some typing .f" l '
a few days? I would. I worked in
that oHice for fifteen months. At
first, the work was routine, but as
cases piled into the office, and I became thoroughly at home in the department , I was given other duties.
As "Intake Clerk", I began to know
and understand the troubles of the
people who came to us for help. I
met and talked wi!h each person
who came into the office, deciding
to wh'ch worl<er he should be ref<"rred, or dealing with him myself
if I was a ble. I was sent into th-~
homes of clients, and knew them
persona lly. I had been told for
years that the problem of our locality was the Mexican element. Now
I found out why Mexican Town had
to b'.' the beginning of all relief or
reha bilitation efforts.

Early in its history, my state
found that the growing of sugar
beets was a profitable industry only
when large amounts of cheap labor
were available. To .furnish that
labor, a great number of Mexican
peons was brought from Old Mexico.
They settled in colorful colonies on
the "wrong side of the tracks" and
began to adapt themsel ves to a new
life.
Their seasonal work came in the
spring and summer months. During
the thinning, hoeing, and topping
seasons, the whole community
turned out. Old grandfathers, the
sons, young married women who
left their babies at the end of the
field to be cared for by the sixyear-olds, and all the children over
the age o.f ten years worked from
early dawn until dusk. And it was
back-breaking,
cramping
work,
kneeling among the tiny beet plants
to t h in them, or bending over the
long rows with a hoe for hours.
Before the advent of the cheap
"Model T.'s", the people camped
where they worked. At night, when
toil was finished and the m eal of
tortillas Wat cornmeal pancakes)
and frijoles (beans) was· over, the
dancing began. The Mexicans have
a perfect sense of rhythm; the
black-eyed, slender girls and handsome young m en stamped and
whirled to the strumming guitars
and the soft chanting of musical
voices. In the winter, the Mexicans
lived on the earnings of the summer. Old men dozed bes'de the
squat, flat-roofed adobe houses with
their gay strings of dried chile
peppers. Mexicans, even good Catholic Mexicans, paint their door a nd
window sills blue because evil spirits
hate tha t color and will not molest
a house guarded by blue lines.
Around the houses, the children,
barefoot and ragged, played truant
from school whenever possible, a nd
scavenged the alleys in search of
anything their families might be
able to use, trade, or sell for junk,
while the women gossiped away the
short daylight hours.
The depression came. The easygo:ng, contented Mexicans suddenly
found there was no work! The sugar
company dld not pay enough to
make it worth while for farmers to
raise beets. Work in the melon
fields had stopped, for the same
farmers who could not raise beets
let their melons rot in the fields
because they could not afford to
have the m elons picked and packed
for the price offered. Since the
Mexicans are not, as a rule, fitted
.for general farm work or positions
in industry, even 'if there had been
jobs availa ble they could not have
benefited. As it was, they were in
a s tate of panic. In the winter of
19.13, the Spanish population, torrether with a large share of Amer,
ican common laborers in the state,
faced act ual starvation. It was at
l ht t ime that the state, under a plan
laid down by the Federal govern·
ment, organized the first Emergency Relief Administration, a clolo
sys tem under which a few days'
work was demanded in return for a
monthly ration of food and cloth,
inP,'. An a ncient, dark brown, deeply wrinkled Mexican grandmother
expressed the thought of many
when s he said, " the Virgin Mary has
he11rd our prayers."
Since that time, most of the
Mexican population and a fair number of the white h ave been on some
form of relief. They no lon9.'er feel
tha t the Virgin has a nswered their
nra yers. · Thev believe now that to
be cared for is thPir right.
A you ng man, well dressed, good
looki11cr. strode into the office
scowling he11vily, and dem.:,nded
that he see the worker. I calmed
him SOT"'f!Wh?t. then inquired what
he wanted. "What do you mea n."
he ro"red. "bv cutting mv granclmother's check to twenty-five do!-

Jars just because I have been as•
signed to WPA? Ramon Guadalupe
is drawing that much, and there is
no reason why I shouldn't. If you
don't give her the full check, I shall
tell my friend in the big office.''
My explanations that he must be
able to support his family of three
on WPA wages of forty dollars per
month plus the g randmother's pension check, went unheeded. His dis•
regard for the practical limitation
of his check is an attitude which is
characteristic of many, especially
among the younger people, w ho
have grown up "on relief."
Another of our "problem children"
was crazy Old Pete. He came in
from a summer of s heep herd'ing
with ninety dollars. His neighbors
brought him trash, such as old
baskets that they had decorated
with tissue paper, and pages of
funny papers tied into booklets.
They persuaded P ete that these
were treasures, and he bought them
for exorbitant prices. Within a
week, Pete's money was gon e. Then
the other Spanish fol k told him
that the relief office would have to
support him; that it was his right
to make them give him grocery
orders. Finally, by taun ts and j.ibes,
they drove Pete into such a frenzy
that he rushed to our office and
burst in, demanding a n order. When
I refused it, he pulled a knife from
his belt a nd, waving it wildly, began
shrieking curses. I was thoroughly
irightenej, for the man was foaming at the mouth and his eyes were
insane. Hearing the commotion, a
w9rkcr at the rear of t he building
ran to the front and grabbed the
knife, while I dived into t he security
of another Qffice. The logical solutton to such a problem would be
the appointmen t of a g uardian, but
this cannot be done without court
procedur e, an expense the Welfare
Office cannot meet.
There a rc cases of injustice, greed,
and dishonesty, but contrary to the
belief of many people, these cases
are few. The greater number of
our clients are f r iendly and extremely grateful for the help given. Such
a case is the one of Juan Martinez.
My case worker stopped at my
desk one day. "Run down to 911
Walnut, on the back of the Jot, and
see what is the m atter with that
Martinez family," she told me. "We
have had a nother complaint about
them." When I reached the house,
after crmbing a t a ngle of barbed
wire and kicking the goat aside, I
found that Juan was a man burdened with too much family. E ight
children, ranging in age from fourteen years to six months, were
crowded into a two-roomed, clirtfloored adobe house. The windows
were stuffed with rags, while boxes,
t.n old broke n bed, ancl a rusty stove
were the only furnishings. An overpowering odor of dirt, garlic and
ani mal life hung in the air The
onlv food in the rouse was a half
loaf of bread and a handful of beans
in a tin pa n on the table, and the
usual long string of scarlet chile
peppers hanging in one cor ner. In
the other corner, I saw a tiny shrine
to the Virgin, constructed of boxes
a nd scraps of t issue paper. Mrs.
Martinez, a weary-looking woman,
swept one of the children off an old
crate and with a gesture begged me
to sit· down. She spoke no English,
a nd her pert, .flashy little daughter
came into the room to interpret for
her. I found that Juan had been
out of worl< for five months, except
for occasional wood-chopping jobs.
The doctor bill for the last baby and
the enormous grocery bill had gone
unpaid. They could get no more
credit. They had stayed off relief
as long as they could, but Juan had
a raw, festering sore on his leg and
could do little, while the three-yearold twins had sore eyes. In desperation, Mrs. Martinez had finally
appealed for h elp. I learned that
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---------------------Juan had been brought to the state
as a sheep herder years before.
Mrs. Martinez had been born in Old
Mexico. No, she didn't know her
age, and she could remember
nothing of her parents. When I rose
to go, I promised that the County
Public Health Nurse would call to
see Juan and the twins, and I left a
five-dollar grocery order. Mrs. Mar•
tinez followed me to the door, tears
in her eyes, and as I left, murmured
a blessing in musical Spanish on t he
"reeleef" wh ich had come to the aid
of her family.
And there is the case of little
Conception Arguello, who is my own
age. I went to school with her for
four years . She is intelligent and
attractive, but was forced to leave
school to work in the beets with
her family. Last year she became
ill- appendicitis with complications.
As there was no money and the
case was an emergency, the county
relief agency financed the medical
attention. The operation was very
serious and her convalescence was
painful and slow. During the many
times that I visited her in the County Hospital, never once did she
speak of her troubles. She was
always smiling, making an attempt
at gayety, even though she lay wan
and weak from her long siege. Conception is married now, but she
writes me notes once in a while,
telling how happy she is a nd how
grateful to the agency which gave
her back her health.
Perhaps the most unusual character I know is a n old, old lady who
can justly claim the bit of Castillian Spanish blood of which she is
so proud. In her girlhood, she must
have been beautiful, slim, with black
eyes and quantities of black hair.
Indeed, even at the age of eighty,
Quanta is a handsome woman. At
a dance, many years ago, she met
a young man from St. Louis who
h ad come West to open a general
merchandise store. Her beauty impressed h im, and in a few months,
she married her young white lover.
His business prospered and they
became well-to-do. Jim built for
his adored wife a little, square white
house with a tower, one o.f the first
homes in the valley to be made from
planks instead of logs. He and his
wi.fe were completely happy, and
at his death, after thirty-four years
of married life, Quanta was inconsolable.
The depression having
swept away the last of her sm all
savings, she was forced to apply
for an old age pension. She is liked
a nd admired in the o.ffice, and often
stops to see her "good friends".
Our files hold hundreds of cases
- stories of crippled children made
strong, stories of the blind being
made to see, stories o:t tragedy. such
as that of Mrs. Maya who died from
tuberculosis when she was twenty
years old because the Public Health
Nurse had not been told she was
ill. There is romance, too. Recent•
ly, a man of seventy-five married a
sweet old lady of sixty-nine. Both
are pensioners and friends of mine.
They told me that by putting their
checks together and by helping each
other. they could get along and find
a little happiness in their last years.
In my work with relief clients, I
have found them to be much more
t han case numbers or dull statistics;
they are human beings, loving, living, suffering, as we do, and often
much more poignantly. I cannot
say the welfare organization is perfect. There are m a ny drawing
checks who are undeservi ng. There
are those who will cheat at every
opportunity, who are malcontents
and menaces to the community. But
I do say, emphatically, that unless
a person has actually worked under
such an administration as I have,
and has met and worked with relief
clients, he cannot judge or criticize
the work that is being done. I only

w ish the ignoran t skeptics who
make loud speeches with so much
assurance and who really 'k now so
little of conditions might come to
my town. I should like them to
know my loyal, lazy, dirty, .friendly
Mexicans, and find out what it
means to be a welfare worker!

----- - ---MEET ANNE PARRISH
A Critical Essay

By Nadeane Snyder
(FIRST HONORABLE MENTION)
If one can form a just and, in any
degree, accurate opm1on of an
individual simply by reading a moderate amount of what that person
has written, I am justified in believing that Anne Parrish must be an
extrem ely interesting woman. Of
her works I have read Golden 'W ed•
cling, All nneeling, and The P erennial Bachelor, the last of which won
the Harper Prize Novel Contest in
1925; (1) and it is on these books
alone that I base my criticisms and
formulate my estimate of Miss
Parrish as a novelist.
I n them I find evidences of a
woman who unobtrusively makes
g uinea-pigs of all the people she
meets and knows; a woman who
studies human life intently, w ith incredible results. I think Miss Parr 'sh must be amusing and clever,
.for after all, her characters, however interesting for their own faults
or merits, are no more than the
mouthpieces of their originator.
And these characters offer dialogue
that is precisely characteristic of
their own true natures and of the
periods in which they live. Ju!:t
such a character is Christabel Caine,
her oine of All Kneeling. This
ethereal little witch succeeds admirably in veiling herself in inviting
shades of pale blue and r ose
th roughout almost the whole book;
but, to the great satisfaction of t he
reader, at least to my satisfactionu,
h er conversation changes her ro, y
aura to an impure dun color. One
scene in which Christabel betreys
h erself in su ch a manner is the one
in which she is having her wedding
gown fitted. Instead of the s:.i.tin's
fitting perfectly smoothly, as it
should, there are at the seams little
puckered pockets and gatherin gs,
disaster in any bride's eyes. After
the seamstress has gone, we hear
Christabel triumphantly ha ving the
last word: "Well, mother, you see
what a mess she's m ade of everything! I told you it was a m'stake
to have her."
Sool,en- -like a woman!
There are many other instances
of this clever yet realistic m eth~d of
revealing a character as he himself
knows he is. They indicate, I think,
a shrewdness on the author's prrt
and a sympathy that is yet too incomnlete to be compatible with the
deceit of leaving the re2der falsely
informed about the charact ers' good
qualities.
With equal s ubtlety Miss Parrish
has her characters reveal the per•
iods in which they live. Such revelations are particularly outstanding in The P erennial B:·chelor,
wh ich covers the half century froi;n
1890 to the present era. Lil<e all of
the girls of the great bustle epoch
Lily a nd May and Maggie, sisters of
t he bachelor, long despera tely for
the persistent courtship of some
dapper young man whose gentle
ardor will not crush even their
timid natures; yet, like their grandmothers, these girls are sc1ndalized
by the word kiss. if applied in any
meaning other than as a mo·' e of
filial affection. Even so, if P apa is
the recipient of t heir demonstration,
they blush.
Such paradoxical quandaries- the
secret yearning for Jove and the
traditionally inspired fear of expressing this wish; the successful
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capture of a man's attentions- per- obvious and employ cleverer means
h aps a man not altogether too rid, of accompl ishing her end successiculous and just a little bit romantic, fully.
I believe t he a uthor's real reason
and then the blaming, chastening,
and scourging of him for the im- for using the capital letters and
propriety of hand-holding- -s uch italicized words is to open the charsituations are characteristic of the acter's m inds and h earts to her
1890's in which, as the author readers. For instance, what could
shows, womanhood was a flower, mo re clearly outline Victor Camcultivated into sturdy health and pion's nature than the following
vigor and then firmly restra:ned italicized passage:
from blossoming by the rigid bounds
"'You are a dove, Lucy, my Lucy.
of false conventionalities.
(One
You are a little white lamb.
even wonders how marriage came to
You
are everything that is gentle
exist and why the human race did
a~pfile-.
not slowly dwindle away, leaving
" 'It's like praying to think of you,
the most excellent conventions with
Lucy- - none to observe them.)
" 'Well, really, Lucy, I don't call
Another pleasure which Miss Parmyself an authority- oh, no, no,
rish's dialogue gives the reader is
you are too kind- but since you
humor and skillful irony. To com•
ask for my opinion- --• "
prehend the pathetic humor presented by a character who is a perfect If one had never before met the
m isfit in society and in his own bachelor, he would surmise from
home, one must read The Pe•·ennial this single passage that he is a
Bache lor. Likewise, only by read• ·foolish, sentimental man whose de•
ingAII H:neeling· is it possible to sires are not nearly fulfilled by his
appreciate the irony of a character's own abilities and who must theredeceiving herself and all of her fore make selfish demands upon the
friends for the sole purpose of mak- people who surround him. One can
ing them happy w hen the results guess, too, that he is rather egotistical, a supposition more nearly
are nothing but trouble.
The second quality which inter- true than false as shown by the lie
ested me and held my attention h e tells Maggie after his return
through out my reading was the from Lucy's party, given for the
a uthor's characteristic manner of sophisticates of New York's sophexpression, in short, her style. It isticated. Because he is unable to
would be a good experiment to read sustain the thought that he was not
to a fr iend some of th e poetry Miss even noticed by t he people there,
Parrish has written for her poetical Victor rationalizes until he concharacters, Christabel Caine and vinces himself that he was the most
Laura Leland. (The latter becomes eligible man present; and gives this
the wife of business-like Dan Briggs, account to the home folJ<S.
Havin g a nalyzed Anne Parrish's
hero of Golden Wedding .) For set
apart from plot, characters, and set- manner of writing as to diction, sentin g, these passages sound distinctly tence structure, and mechanical ceas if they would make good poetry vices, one finds, with a bit of s urwhen completed. The only out- prise, that such a discussion of her
standing flaw is the lack of any style becomes smoothly coordinated
permanently val uable ideas- Uncle with her character portrayals, a
Johnny, Christabel's lovable old phenomenon identical with the situation that occurs in hee novels.
uncle, would say a lack of sensebut it must be remembered, on this For good as style and dialogue are
point, that the poetry reveals the as points for criticism, they are cercharacters. When Christabel recites tainly s ubordinate to that which
"I will not s pea k of these things, gives the aul hor literary presti~-~
a nd merit- the character portrayals.
let me k eep
Silence to cloak my wounds-the I think it must have been the skill
and power with which the title chartears t hat I
Have shed for you, the passionate acter o.f The P erennial Bache lor
was depicted that won the plaudits
a nd deep
Blue of the gentian under the sad of Harper's magazine in 1925. Again
sky---" she is reading I believe that were Christatel,
her own poetry which, in her Uncle Johnny, Elliott, or Curtis preopinion, reveals the loving tender- sented less power.fully a nd less
ness, t he hidden sorrow, yet the un- subtly A ll Kneeling would fail to
tainted beauty of her aesthetic soul. interest the reader.
In presenting the characters the
Thus Anne Parrish must meet her
character's
requirements.
The author uses dialogue, a method
beauty of s uch lines as those that which has already been discussed.
And in addition to using a worthy
follow, however, is not marred:
literary style, which has also been
"White lilac, delicate a nd cool,
And purple lilac, dark with rain explained, she indirectly analyzes
the characters in paragraphs in
"- -red a nd white coral trees all which th e people seem to be doing
covered with silver bubbles, and the thinking or .feeling. Christabel
ruffled r ibbons of seaweed,- - -" is consta ntly sooth ing and comforting herself by writing in h€r jouror
"A swift descending scale poured nal and by imagi'nary conversations
in to a lovely melody, sad a nd gay with a man who does not underunder a n accompaniment light as stand her or who worships her so
much that he is afraid to speak of
foam."
Of Miss Parrish's sentence struc- his love. Victor Campion bathes his
ture it is necessary to say no more wounded pride by picking out shortthan that it becomes slightly mon- comings in others ; D,rniel Brip-gs
otonous at times. This fault, how- conquers his feeling of being ilJ at
ever, detracts from her writing only ease and out of his class by deter•
when the reader directly a nalyzes mining to s urpass even the r ichest
her style, for it is only then that in splendor and elegance some day.
the need of variety becomes clearly Laura assuages her loneliness by
apparent. In contrast, two mech• means of music and by silences imanical devices stand out strik;ngly. pregnated with vague dreams and
One cannot read a dozen pages of less vague hopes.
Thus Anne Parrish's characters,
The Perennial Bachelor or AJI
H:neeling, especially the latter, with- analyzed indirectly yet clearly, be•
out noticing the number of capital come human because they are r eal·
letters and italicized words the istic without being stodgy or mechauthor has used. T hough a casual anical. The reader Is carried along
observer might suppose these de- in the story by the same emotions
vices to be used, without any at- that motivate his own life. And
tempted camouflage, for emphasis like himself, he .finds each character
alone, a more careful observant dis- u Uerly individualistic and there.f ore
cards this reasoning because he real- s uitable for study. One wonrlers
izes that Anne Parrish is a writer why Victor m ade no effort to alter
sufficiently skilled to reject the his personality and, if he h ad,
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--------------------acted so funny and was so long in

whether he might not have s ucceeded. Christabel Is an eternal
lesson in egotism and an absorbing picture of abnormality. One
pities the sincere Maggie; loves
Uncle Johnny; and reads page alter
page to the very end hoping persistently that somehow these inlere~ting people will find happiness.
A WA}'. OUT

By MiJdred Anderson, '41
SECOND HONORABLE MENTION
The stream o.£ blood trickled
aro und the pebble in the open gash,
ran down a spindly leg, and mixed
with the sand. The g lel, stunned by
the fall, slowly rose lo her .feet,
pushed the bangs from her eyes and
looked around for some word of
sympathy. Finding none, she limped
through the crowd of curious children. A beginner inquired of his
brother, "Thay, Johnny, why didn't
thum one help her?"
"Cause she's goofy, that's why,"
and the older boy traced circles near
his ear with a grimy finger, his eyes
lighting up maliciously.
Ada turned and stared at the boy
for a momenl. Then, "I hate you",
she cried, and ran Jn the direction of
the teacher.
One clay during 1·ecess, she wandered aimlessly toward a group of
girls busily playing jacks on the
school steps. As she drew near, the
small circle closed and someone
whispered. ''Here comes Ada. Don't
pay any attention to he1·," When she
reached them, only the sound of the
bouncing ball greeted her. Then one
little girl giggled nervously, then
another, and another, until they
were au tittering, as they stole upward glances at her. Ada bit her
lip to keep from crying. Wheeling
around, she hurried home. She opened the back door, rushed past her
mother a nd th1·cw herself on her
bed, sobbing bltlel'ly.
Mrs. Norton, a heavy set woman,
came into the room, drying her
hands on a dhty apron. "Well,
what's wrong now?" she questioned with forced interest. The shaking form on the bed did not reply.
Mrs. Norton shrugged her shoulders
and turned back Into the kitchen.
At length the sobbing ceased and
a thin clenched hand beat the pilJow.
"I hate them all," she cried. Why
was she different from the othe1·s,
she wondered. Why couldn't she
make a perfect grade in spe!Jing or
reading without stuttering? Why
wouldn't the other gh'ls play w ith
her? Johnny had salcl she was goofy.
She wondered what that meant.
Two days later, M iss Allen called
upon the Nortons. She was admitted into the five room house by Mr.
Norton.
"I'm Miss Allen, Ada's teacher,"
she cordia!Jy greeted him.
"Ada's at the show, but come on
in," was the laconic reply.
Ml·. Norton retired behind the
evening paper in the dining room
while his wife hastily 'tidied up a
bit'. So this was Ada's home, Edith
AUe nthought as she scru tinized the
two rooms. Her eyes wandered
from the scratched furniture to t he
ripped upholstery and down to the
dingy linoleum. Her attention was
diverted by Ml·s. Norton who hustled
in, wearing a stiffly starched print
dress.
"I'm Edith Allen, Ada's teacher,"
she said apologetically. " T want to
talk to you about Ada and her school
work."
Mrs. Norton sighed as she sank
to the leather couch. "Yes, I know
she ain't been doln' very well, but I
guess there's reason enough," and
before Edith coulcl interrupt, she
continued, "we rtidn't want no more
children scein' how poor Katherine
wasn't quite right a nd so when Ada
was born I was scared. When she

talking I couldn't stand iL no longer so I took her lo the doctor." Mrs.
Norton reached fo1· the corner o.f her
dress and dried her eyes. "He said
she wasn't- normal." The words
came slowly with effort and Edith
wished she hadn't come.
The man in the next room arose
and stalked into the kitchen slamming the door behind him.
"Perhaps iI you could help Ada
with her home wot·k at night,'' Edith
ventured hoping to break the silence.
"Neither John or me ever had
much schooling, Miss Allen. Anyways, I work so hard durin' the day
I'm most too worn out when night
comes to do anything," she concluded.
Seeing the futility of her visit,
Edith got up to go, "I've been disappointed in Ada; perhaps she will,
do better in lhe future," and she hurried down the rickety porch steps into the refreshing night air.
But Ada did not progress, either
in scholastic auainmenL or in the
social circles or her fellow students.
Then one day, a new girl by the
name o! Elizabeth Berrihcw entered Miss Allen's class. Being new,
she was chosen captai n o! one o.f
the two baseball teams in the class.
Everyone felt it would be an honor
to play on Beth's team and so when
the moment arrived lo choose the
first player, Beth and Johnny were
surrounded by cager classmates,
each hoping to be the first one
chosen. Beth began speaking,
"I choose,'' as she paused, her
eyes scanned the eager faces, and
finally focused on the figure in the
swing. "First, 1 choose Ada," she
announced with finality. The creaking of the swing stopped. For Ada
everything stopped for a moment.
From that day on there was but
one person In school, but one ideal
to follow an<.l t11at was Beth.
"But, Beth, why did you put up
with her, how can you stand her?" a
group of girls questioned near the
end of the year.
Beth replied vehemently, "Well
why shouldn't I be nice to her?
Mother says she can't help acting
queerly and besides how would you
like to be treated mean by everyone and have no girl friends?"
On the last day of school the blow
fel1. Report cards were distributed
and aJI but one member of the class
was promoted. That person crying
shakily over the shiny surface of the
corner desk, remained after school.
"I'm sorl'y, Ada", Edith Allen
spoke softly in an effol't lo comfort
her.
"I don't care much, except- ," her
voice broke and she buried her head
between shaking shoulders where
her muffled voice eonnded, "except I
won't be in the same class with
Beth."
But this was only the beginning of
greater disappointments, for in the
following years Ada struggled on,
again alone and deserted.
Even
joining the church and attempting to
make herself agreeable did not seem
to help matters any.
As Beth left the gymnasium one
day in her junior year or high school
she was startled to find Ada in th e
locker l'O0m awaiting her.
"Hi", Ada greeted her, and as Beth
began removing a tennis shoe, she
continued, "I'm not coming to high
school. I'm eighteen now and I
don't have to," her boisterous laugh
echoed around the small room.
"Not coming to high school! Why,
Ada, you must. You don't realize
what you'll miss all of the sports,
parties, the dances, and anyhow the
studies aren't so difficult."
"Yeah, I know,' 'the girl replied
picking at a knot in her shoe
string. Beth was puzzled. Surely
this loud-mouthed girl couldn't be
the same bashful creature who used
to be so afraid of t.he world.

"You see it's this way,'' offered
Ada. "I'm sort of old to be in high
school, and l think it's time I'm
finding a job or maybe getting married," and again she laughed.
In small towns rumors travel
quickly. One day between classes,
Beth was stopped in the hall by a
friend.
Say, Beth, have you heard the
latest?" Beth shook her head. "Well
it seems," and the friend drew confidently nearer, "that our old pal
Ada has Lound her heart's desire and
won't give him a minute's rest, but
he's in love with anoth er girl and
won't say 'boo' to Ada. How's that
for one of these triangle love affairs?
So poor Ada thought she was in
love, mused Beth, as she scanned the
bulletin board. What a laugh. And
yet, how piti!ul.

•

•

•

•

Ada picked up the weekly paper
and with eITort read the small headlines. There was a brief paragraph
at the bottom of the third page. She
read it again and again until the
words jumped al hc1·. She felt
dizzy; she wished she could scream.
She remembered that moment when
she had seen him first. He was
dressed ln dirty,oily jeens, but he
had smilecl at her. The first and
probably the last man who ever
would she thought wretchedly. And
now he was married. She hadn't
told anyone about him. No one
would have understood. She had
been so happy, just hoping. And
those dreams she had had. Now they
were crashing about her. What
had she to live for? Not her parents.
They couldn't and continue to ignore
her as they did. Her sister Katherine had loved her but Katherine
was dead and" Ada", Mrs. Norton sank exhausted into the rocker after finish ing the
famlly washing, "Ada, I spoke to
John about gelling you a new winter
coat, but with taxes comin' on, we
won't be able to make it. Maybe
next- ".
"But I want one, I need one. All
the other girls have nice ones but me
and-"
"But, Ada, we ain't got the
money," explained the mother despondently.
So she couldn't have a new coat.
She could freeze to death for all anyone cared: Long enough had she
accepted insults, she would show
them, she would have a new coat or
else- Suddenly she stood up. I will
have a new coat.. You don't want
m e to have one. You don't want me
to have anything. You hate me,"
and her choked sobs Oiled the room.
The gray haired woman in the
rocker sat very still, staring at the
square in the linoleum. At length
she could hold back the lump in her
throat no longer. Her chin trembled;
her lips became a thin slit; and the
tears (ell down her face overflowing
the wrinkles.
Ada turned, her blood shot eyes
.formed an ugly contrast behind her
sunken check bones. So her mother
was crying was she? What had she
to cry about? It was only she who
had nothing. Nothing. What an
empty hellish word. She beat her
fist s against her sides and stormed
into the bedroom. Her head was
pounding lil<e a tom tom. OH, if she
were only dead. Death, why hadn't
she thought of lt before? Such an
easy way out. Pt'oplc would come
to her funeral and reel sorry because
they hadn't treated her nicer. She
could go to heaven and be with
Katherine and .target all of her
troubles. How sorry her mother
would be. "I will die", she muttered.
But how? She would shoot a hole in
her head. She shuddered at the
thought. A cunning look crossed
her face. She had It. Iodine. She
would gulp down a bottle of iodine
and drop dead. Sh<' stumbled to the

medicine cabinet. Clasping the small
brown bottle she slyly looked
around to sec if lhe coast were clear.
She fled in panic lo her room where
she concealed the precious poison in
the pocket of her suit coat. She was
afraid, afraid of her mother, she
could not die peacefully here. But
where lo go? A face took form in
her mind. Beth, Beth had been her
friend once. Beth would feel sorry,
seeing her die. Ada sat down and
hastily scribbled a farewe!J note to
Beth. Then she slipped on h er coat,
fled through the house, out the front
door. As her toe caught on a loose
board in th€' step, she plunged headlong. Getting up, she rushed on,
her footsteps some times walking,
some times running, were carrying
her towards an autumn sunset. The
breeze did not cool her !Jushed
cheeks or crazed brain. She saw
Beth's house, dal'k against the sky.
With a trembling hand she clutched
the bottle, pressed it to her lips,
and drained it. She reeled; she was
suITocating, it was so hot. Trees
were whirling in front of her. Where
had Beth's house gone? She must
hurry. She Jeancct on the doorbell.
"Hurry, Beth,'' she tried to cry out.
Suddenly, there was BeU1; she looked like a n angel.
"Hi, Beth," she sputtered as she
plunged through the door. She was
going, going; this was the end. Her
fingers twitchlngly caressed the
heavy rug as she lay there.
Beth was bending over her, crying •
frantically, "Ada, Ada what's happened, tell me."
Why didn't Beth leave her alone.
Beth always wanted her to do things
she didn't want lo do. Perhaps she
should give Beth the letter. Where
had she put Jt?
Beth grabbed the unsealed note
and hastily scanned it. Her eyes fell
upon the word 'iodine'. "Have you
take~ il ?" she cried d istractedly
turmng Acta over. A wet streak
from the corner or stained lips assured her, "Oh, God, don't let her
die," cried Beth as she raced to the
phone to call the doctor. Would he
never answer? Milk- milk - the docto~· said. Ada, though not uncon~c1ous, was brC'athing heavily, clutch!ng her throat and staring wild eyed
mto space.
"Here drink this."
"But I want to die."
"Don't be a fool."
Finally after what seemed ages,
the door opened and the doctor rushed in. "We'IJ lake her into the bathroom,"
Half carrying, half leading her
the doctor spoke to Beth, "Mix m~
S?me starch, wJJJ you?" Beth hurned away while Acta sat very still on
the little white chair. When Beth
returned, the doctor jerked Ada's
head back, took from his kit a
stomach pump and poked the tube
d~wn and down. Ada gagged and
tried lo cry out but the doctor snarled, "Quit that," and slapped her in
the face. Never had she suffered
such torture, such pain. Beth still
stood there gazing at the blue vein
standing out against Ada's neck.
Suddenly she ha ted Ada. What right
~ad she to come and try such a thing
11:1 her home to make such a repulsive m ess? Finally she fled from the
room.
Clutching her flushed neck Ada
~hakily made her way into the Jiv111g room and slumped into a chair
across from Beth. Surely Beth
would feel sorry for her. She a l•
ways had. Iler eyes sought Beth's.
Then she knew. Beth despised her.
Someone was speaking. It was
Beth. "Why did you have to come
here?" she muttered.
A new horror sprang up in Ada
Why hadn't s he made a good job of
it? She was a fool to think even
Beth would cal'e. Her voice sounded
(Continued on Page 9, Col.
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Horse Show Distinctions
Fior Singles and Teams
One glance at the ribbons which
have been on display on first floor,
Rocmc1·, points out lhe success of
Lindcnwood in the St. Louis Spring
Horse Show, held at the- Missouri
Stables Arena, May 18, 19, 20 and 21.
In the college singles' class on
Wednesday evening Martha Roberts
placed third. riding Christmas Time.
Llndenwood won second, third, and
fourth ribbons In the pair class
Thursday night: Mary Roberts and
Eleanor Finley, on Stonewall and
Top Hat, second; Martha Roberts
and Lady Fritz, on Hazel and Christmas Time, third; Marion Slumberg
and Marion Daudt,on Princess and
Buddy, fo urth. On Friday night, the
team of Martha Roberts, Kay
Thompson, Lady Fritz, and Mary
Jane Rabon placed first, winning
beautiful litetle trophies. They rode
Hazel, Top Hat, Christmas Time,
and Stonewall. Also in this college
team class Lindenwood won second.
Marion Stumberg, Eleanor Finley,
Mary Roberts, and Marion Daudt
rode Smokey Joe, Socks, Princess,
and Buddy to win second.
Marlon Daudt jumped P ierrot In
two classes to win a sixth In the
junior stake and a fourth in the
knock down and out class. Theodora Baugham won a gorgeous
trophy In the students' judging contest, in which the judgments of the
students were compared with the decisions of the judges and points
awarded accordingly.

Ten Players in Comedy
For Saturday Evening
The commencement play w!ll be
given Saturday, June 4, at 8 p. m., in
Roemer auditorium. The play Is a
th1•ee•act comedy entitled "Petticoatever" by Mark Reed and concerns a
young wan who is practically Isolated in the Artie circle, where he is a
wireless operator. He realizes that
in Ol'der to find happiness he must
meet a girl and fall in love; suddenly
he flnds himself .face to face with
not one but two you ng ladies a nd
life immediately becomes complicated and full of amusing and ln1erestlng scenes. How he chooses the
right young lady results in a grand
play and good acting. Girls takin-;
part in the play include Marion Hull,
Joyce Davis, Sara Jefferson, Genevieve Horscwell, Charolyn laker,
Mary Louise Pruett, Carrie Cates,
Mlldl'cd Anderson, Virginia Froman
and Helen Dondanville.
Miss Gordon is directing the play;
Joanna Benecke is the stage manager and Virginia From an is assistant
stage manager .
(Continued from Page 8, Col. 4)
far away as she tried to scream, "I'll
do It, 1'11 do it again."
"You won't do it in this house,"
Beth spat as she arose to help the
doctor take her home.
Ada didn't want to go h ome. She
feurcd her moth er more than she
feared death.
"Oh, doctor, I can't see why Ada
would do this," Mrs. Norton lowereel her head in humiliation and grief
as she bgean crying.
Ada watched the wide back of the
doctor as he disappeared into the
blackness outside. A gust o.r wind
blew the door wide open. She shivered as the wind bathed her face.
Now the storm would break, she
thought, as she fearfully glanced ut
her mother.

Mrs. Norton s niffed brokenly,
"You better get to bed, Ada," and
r ising, she left the room. The girl
started. Had she detected a note
of forgiveness in her mother's
voice.

Studied Hospital Work
The girls in the case work class
took a field trip Into the city Saturday m orning, May 21, to visit Barnes
Hospital a nd the medical social service departmQnt in the hospital. Miss
Mary K. Taylor, new director of the
department., took the class all
through the hospital, showing them
lhe new type of wards, and she also
explained the meaning of the medi•
cal social service department, telling
them that its duly is Lo aid individuals with their physical problems so
that they will not make additional
burdens with their social problems;
there are 50 of these workers in
Barnes Hospital.
Ten girls went on the field trip, accompanied by Miss Morris, instructor, and also by Mr. John Pletz of
SL Charles, who is the case supervisor of social problems in St. Charles.

--------Fl'eshman Hostesses
In Charming Frocks
On Saturday night, May 14, t he
freshmen dan ced in the setting of a
beautiful vineyard at their spring
prom. Ten huge, full clusters of silver grapes hung from a green ceiling, with the green draping down on
the sides. A large silver ball of
mirrors hung from the ccnler ceiling, and as it revolved, patches of
light danced about the floor. T he
girls and their escorts danced to the
m usic of Mel l3rooks' orchestra,
which featured several outstanding
trumpet a nd trombone solos.
Dr. a nd Mrs. Rol!mer, 01·. Dawson, Miss Burns, and Dr. Betz chaperoned the dance. Mrs. Roemer
wore a lovely gown oJ: lavender
flowered chiffon and a corsage of
pink roses and lilies of lhe valley.
Dr. Dawson was attractive in a
dress of green chiffon with a corsage of sweetheart roses and blue
delphiniums. Miss Burns wore a
rose taffeta gown and a corsage of
talism an roses.
The g irls lool<ed lovely in their
most attractive spring .formals.
Mary Dillon, class president, wore
a beautiful formal of yellow chiffon trimmed in green. Vivian Petersen was charming in a white net
dress trimmed in grosgrain ribbon,
and in a white military cape. She
wore a corsage of red rosebuds.
Kathleen Bottani looked lovely in a
peach formal of mousseline de soie,
made shirt-waist s1y lc with a f u]J
sl<lrt. Kay wol"e a corsage of gar denias. Anne Beard wore a most
attractive formal of green ch iffon,
and Helen Cride1· wore a beautiful
off-the•shoulders gown of white
chiffon.

Yellow Roses
at June's Dinner
Eleanor June Harsh gave her dinner in t he home economics apart•
ment T uesday, May 10. Her g uests
were Miss Reichert. Miss Tucker,
Miss Anderson, Betty Jane Silcott,
and Alma Martin, who acted as host
for Miss Harsh.
Her color scheme was carried out
in yellow and ~Teen, with yellow
roses for her centerpiece. T he menu
consisted of grapefruit cocktail,
chickenette, butterc,d aspa ragus,
creamed potatoes and peas, hot rolls,
crab apple jelly, solcect crab apoles,
lPmon sherbert, yellow cake and ice
tea.

-- ---------------------'--

JUST A-SNOOPIN'
This last-week-of-school snoopin
has been more work than we can
take care of. Everytime we turn
around there is a nice fresh snoop
staring us in the !ace. We might let
you share In our fun, so here goes.
Why is Marajane staying home
these days?
Her confinement
doesn't seem to keep her true Jove
at home. He's still cru ising like he
always did.
What freshman seems to t hink
that since she broke Weary and
Ottsic up she can keep on with her
carcei· of breaking up happy homes.
Don't let It go lo your head, Kay,
you're nol being as successful as
you hoped. Remember those friends
who got you the dates in the first
place!
J. Bellzer seems to be doing alright with that Curly lad. Sometimes we wonder if her capacity for
sodas Isn't going to be exhausted.
You ca n't down a whole case o.f the
stufl', even Ir he is there to keep
you on your feet.
Dear Shudder: No we weren't
disgusted but you will have to take
our wo1·d rot· it that you were rather
silly. Who's the drip now? Signed
-Your loving cruisin' pals.
We kinda like Le-hau's attitude.
If you ask us, they don't come any
better.
When spcal<ing of chang ing personali lics these days, an excellen t
example is our well known "Stinky".
A sweeter, more lovable person was
hard to find at the first of the year
but now she kinda leaves us with
the impression that she knows mor.:-,
oh much more, than the rest of us.
We wonder what caused her to
change?
The above paragraph reminds us
o.f a stunt an erstwhile loving roommate puJled on a departing pal.
Even if she didn't like h er she:, cli.dn't
have to give her a letter when she
left and tell her how m uch she
hated her. Wasn't it rather a little
thing to do, Barney?
Anne Beard seems to have an
extra amount of business with the
police this year. Remember the
night they escorted you home,
Anne?
We wonder what will happen
when D<'cky and Butch go back to
Pau ls Va lley (Pop. 4,323)? Will
t here be two more cases o.f the gals
going home and leaving 1·he guys
for the home town boys, or will
they come back and try to make a
go of It? 1 think we have some•
thing there!
Kid Sneedcr and Daisy are'nt
having any lrouble getting along
these days. A pe1·fect couple, we
sez, realizing that we are being a
little trite !
Another boaL trip? Perhaps net
as big a boat as the Capitol but j ust
about as much fun! "Little Nell"
was certainly filled to the mas!
head. Need we tell you the names
o.f the cruisers?
"Pepper" P. says Pauly won't let
her flirt with Splg anymore. Deah,
Deah!

Lovely Art Tea
Monday aftcn'loon, May 16, .from
4:30 lo 6 o'clock, the L indenwood
ch aplet' of. I<appa P i, honorary art
sor ority, held its annual tea. Those
receiving Informally were Dr. Linnt>•
mann, sponsor and the officers of
the club which included: Nina Jane
Davis, president; Ada Lee Weber,
vice-president; and Barbara Nan
Johnston, treasurer. The guests includrd Dr. and Mrs. Roemer, Dr.
Gipson, Miss Rasmussen and her
guest, Mrs Tom Knobel. Lovely
bouquets of spring flowers were on
all of th etables. R efreshments consisted o f orange ice, chocolate cake,
Iced tea. m ints and nuts.
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This junfor we are thinking of is
not. exactly distinguished In scholastic activities, neither Is she a
campus leader, but she Is one of
the sweetest, friendliest, and swellest people we know. She has those
rare qualities o.f not talldng much,
and never abou t other people, and
o.f nol letfing others know· what she
is feeling: or th inking. She Is tall,
slender, and very blond, and ha ils
from out Kansas City way. We
would be telling if we R.rlded that
her Iriends call her "Daisy".

Orchestra Appears
In Public
The Lindenwood College orchestra
gave a concert, Wednesday evening,
May 18, at 7:30 o'clock, in Roemer
auditorium. Miss Isidor directed the
orchestra a nd one may definitely say
that the concert was as fine a musa1cal program as been given at Lindenwood during the entire school
year. The program included "Egmont Overture" by Beethoven; "Concerto, No. 22 in A Minor" by Viotti
with Mary Catherine Booth as violin
soloist; "Concerto in G Major" by
Haydn, the allegro movement, with
Condelia Buck as piano soloist ; "Unfi nished Symphony, No. 8" by Schuber t; Bizet's "Je Dis Que R len Ne
Mcponvante" from Carmen was
sung by Alice Jones accompanied by
the orchestrn; Janel Evans, cello
solo, with orchestral accompaniment
played "Jade Street" by Hadley; and
the last number was "Malagucna"
by Leucona.
All of the numbers were excellently interpreted and the girls playing
solo numbers were outstanding; the
numbers ranged from the quiet and
beau tiful concert os to the dlgn fled
and pompous "Malagucna". Ruth
Reinert Rau and Beverly Mayhall
wcl'e the piano accompanists.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
Helen Nance, Webb City, Mo.; Della
May Nash, Cedar Rapids, Ia.; Saru
Watts Nickols, Glasgow, Ky.; Marjorie Peabody, Fort Leavenworth,
Kan.; Lois Penn, Des Moines, Ia.;
Mary Jane R abon, Tulsa, Okla.;
Eloise Stelle, Mount Vernon, Ill.;
J~sephine Ch rystal Trice, Fl'anklin,
Tenn.; Peggy Anne Wood, Denver;
Corinne Zarth, Hammond, Ind.
Certificate in Business Virginia
Aylesworth, Chicago; Helen Brown,
Mexico, Mo.; Virginia Ann Carter,
Carthage, Mo.; Charlotte Dalin, OtlU!JlWa, Ia.; Doris Dciscnroth, St.
Charles; Betty Joy Keitel, Denver;
Dorothy Ann Knell, Carthage, Mo.;
Leslie Ann McColgin, Joplin, Mo.;
Mildred Niedergerke, St. Louis;
Corinne Paulsen, Omaha; Doroth y
Ringer, Pauls Vlaley, Okla. ; Anna
Ruth Scaman , Ardmore, Okla.
Certificate in physical educationMartha Elizabeth Anderson, Texarkana, Ark.; Betty Lee Lemley, Rus•
scllvWe, Ark.; Alicia Young, Arkadelphia, Ark.
Certificate in public school artNina Jane Davis, Nc-weaslle, Ind.;
Barbara Nan Johnston, Rocky Ford,
Colo.; Ada Lee Weber, St. Charles.
Certificate in speech and dram•
atlcs- R u th Ettin, Harla n, Ky.
Certificate in public school m usic
Mary Elizabeth Benn er, Anna, Ill.;
Marga1·et Kathryn Craig, Louisville,
Ill.; Margaret Anne McCold, Niotaze, Kan.; Ruth Reinert Rau, St.
Louis.
Diploma in piano Mildred Jane
Bryant, Harlan, Ky.; Beverly Houston Mayhall, Harlan, Ky.; Ruth Reinert Rau, St. Louis; Betty E.11en
While, Marissa, m.
Diploma in voice-Margaret Hull,
Anaconda, Mon t.; Alice Jones, St.
Charles.
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Dinner Honors for Nine

[ Sidelightsof Society~
Ltmcheon De Luxe
Dr. and Mrs. Roemer enlertained
the senior class with a luncheon on
Saturday, May 14, in the ball room
of the Missouri Athletic Club at
12:30 o'clock.
The tables, which formed an open
square, were graced by long bouqu~ts of yellow tulips and gypsoph1la. The menu consisted of fruit
cocktall, lettuce salad, unit steaks,
French fried potatoes, fresh peas,
hot rolls, celery, olives, strawberry
sundae, cake and coffee.
The program was made up of
s inging of school songs and the
senior song, with Iareweli speeches
by Dr. Roemer, Mrs. Roemer, Dr.
Stum?erg, Mr. Thomas, Mr·. Motley,
Dr. Linnemann, Miss Cook, Miss Anderson, class sponsor, and Sue Smith
the class president.
Guests who were in attendance
besides the senior class were: Dr.
and Mrs. Stumberg, Dr. Gipson, Mr.
Motley, Dr. Linnemann, Miss Cook,
Miss Waye, Mrs.Zeisler, Mr. Thomas,
and Mrs. Underwood.

Dr. Roemer To
Officiate at First
Senior's Wedding
Mr. and lVlrs. Thomas J. Finley,
8519
Drury Lane, St. Louis,
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage oI their
daughter·, Eleanor, to Mt·. Carter
Webb Kirk of St. Louis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Kirk, 4399 McPherson avenue.
The wedding will be an event of
June 11 at Lindenwood with Dr.
R oemer officiating.
'l"'.he brlde-elecl is a grac.l uate of
Visitation Academy in St. Louis,
and will be graduated from Lindenwood in June. Mr. Kirk Is a graduate of Pem broke Country Day
Hi?h School in Kansas City, and
Grinnell College.
T~ey will make their home in St.
Louis where Mr. Kirk is connected
with the Wabash Railway Company.

Skilled Cleaning
of
Delicate Fabrics

Dr. and Mrs. Roem er Are H os ts
Dr. and Mrs. Roemer entertained
the Student Board at dinner, in tne
Tea Room, Wednesday, May 18, at 6
o'clock. The two tables were decor ated in yellow and white. A large
m irror flanked by yellow candlesticl<s was In the center o! each
table, and on the mirrors were low
oval vases o! yellow flowers.
The dinner consisted of tomato
boats, asparagus, salad, celery and
cocktail, fried chicken, potato cheese
olives, strawberry sundaes, angelfood cakes, nuts, candy, rolls, and
coffee.
A.flcr din ner Mrs. Roemer gave a
very gracious talk to the girls in
appreciation of theit· service to her
and Dr. Roemer thrnughout the
year. La Verne Rowe responded
with a Thank You speech.
Dr. Roemer when asked to talk
only said to bring out the packages'.
he wanted to know what was in
them. "In them" were bags for each
of the girls: A white brocaded silk
with a tapestry effect for La Verne;
a red leather one for Mary Jane
Brittin, a green leather one for Martha Roberts; a parisand leather one
for Margaret Behrens; and cloth fabr ic ones of open weave for each of
the house presidents. The colors
were light green, pale blue, white,
blue, and green.
T here were also lovely m esh powder compacts for Mrs. LeMaster,
MJss Blackwell, MJss Hough Miss
K~lly, Miss Thompson, Dr. Gipson,
Miss Cook, a nd Miss Sayre.

"DANGEROUS TO KN OW"

a lso Phil Regan-Penny Singleton
- in "OUTSIDE..PARADISE"
Walter Hueston- Beaula Bondi
"OF HUMAN JlEAR'.l'S"
SUNDAY, JUNE 5TH.
WaUace Beery-Virginia Bruce
Guy Kibbe-Lewis Stone In
"BAD MAN FROM BRIMSTONE!'
'l \IONDAY, JUNE 6TH.

Faith Baldwin's

Yellow
Cab

"PORTIA ON TRIAL"

-

also -

"DANGER P ATROL"

- with Sally Eilers-Joh n Beal
Harry Carey
T UES.- \\ 'ED., Ju.he 7th, Stb.
Gary Cooper- Claudette Colbert
- in "BLUEIJE ARDS 81'H WIFE"

Phone 133
EE US FOU

~========~::,

On Monday evening May 16, fort.1
members of the Lindenwood choir
were entertained by Dr. and Mrs.
Roemer at a dinner at Hotel St.
Charles. After a most delicious dinner, gifts were presented to Miss
Gieselman, director, and Cordelia
Buck, pianist. Attendance prizes
were awarded to Bal'bara Johnston
and Charlotte Dalin.

"L et Fred Tainter

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
T ABLE & STAND LAMPS
LIGHT BULBS

Be Your Druggist!"

RADIOS

Let Us Do Your Repair Work

TAINTER
DRUG STORE
115 N. MAIN

PHONE 291

■------------■

AHMANN'S
NEWS
STAND

Shrimpton-Blackman
Wedding

.--.

Tlie members of the faculty as
well as the students will be interestO_n Saturday evening, May 21, the ed to lrnow more in detail about the
jurnor class entei:-tained the seniors co~ing marriage of Miss Virgini:.i.
with a prom in the ball room of the Shnmpton to Mr. James Blackburn
Missouri Athletic Club in SL Louls. of Lincoln, Neb.
The ceremony wm take place on
The girls and their escorts met In
the lobby of the club and at 8:30 all Sunday, June 26th, at the home of
adjourned to the dining room on the the bride's parents in Aimswor th
second floor, the tables of which Nebraska, with only the immediat~
were arranged for groups of ten. members oI both families present.
P lace cards wU h the school crest Mr. Blackburn ls field engineer with
guided u,e guests to the tables which the Portland Cement Association.
May we take this time to wish
were centered with vases of a dozen
roses each. The first ta ble was oc• them both our heartiest congrntuJa.
cupied by Dr. and Mrs. Roemer, Dr. tions.
Gipson, Mr. Motley, and the class
~ i m r .'b, 1\fir&;,, ,._.,,ltl'l'!>'Ul, wru 'n-er esDr. Gregg Entertains
cort, Miss Gordon and her escort.
There were forty couples in attenA lovely tea was given by the
dance who danced between courses
Poetry Society at the home of Dr.
and after dinner until one o'clock.
_The menu included: tomato puree Gregg on Gamble street, Thursday,
with saltines, olives a nd celery, pine- May 12, at 5 o'clock. Selections of
apple salad, breast-of-guinea on ham original poetry by the members of
with mushroom sauce and grilled the society were read, and tea,
pineapple, fresh peas, browned coffee, cakes, candy, and ice cream
mashed potatoes, rolls a nd butter, were servecl.
and strawberry parfait and coffee.
- - - - - - -The members of the graduating
Miss Virginia Shrimoton's par. class of the high school of Bentone1~ts, Mr. and Mrs. Shrimpton of ville, Ark ., were luncheon guests at
A1msworth, Nebraska, and her aunt L\ndenwood on Monda)', Ma,y '23,
M.\ss S"Qur\ock. weYe v'\s\tOTs nere at escor\ed by Mr. Parks, Ltnd~n•
Lindenwood to attend the annual wood's field agent.
Mar Fclc, May 13.
Dr. Schaeper rei;>resented Lindenwood College at the National Vocational conferences In St. Louis tn the
middle o1 May.

THURS DAY, JUNE 2ND.

Gail Patrick-Roscoe Karns in

FRIDAY-SATURDAY, June S, 4

Lovely Dinner to Choir

F irst Time in City
For Junior-Senior Prom

STRAND THEATRE

223 N. Main
758-W

m-------------•

Peggy Hocker spent the week end
at Fort Leavenworth to attend the
Annual Mllltary Horse Show, on
May 20, 21, and 22.

Here's style
and quality!

ADONNA
lv.~1 h'J'W.

UNDERWEAR

49c
It pays to ask for Adonna!
You get the style you want
. .. smooth, comiortable fit
. . . . exceptional service!
Smartly talloi-ed panties,
briefs, bloomers and vests.
M to 4'2.

Penney's

F loyd Reeves E lectric
Ap1>liance Store
180 N . Main
Phono
HS

Congratulations to t'he
s ucce3sful close of t his
Season.
Our best wishes to the Grad•
ua tes and a pleasant vacation
lor all We hope to see you
a gain next season.
Sincerely Yours

3laA/kM,

